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Around
. We just received the "United
States Foreign Polley for the
1970's" from the government. It
is 236 pages long and nearly an
inch thick. If anyone wants this
document, come and get it.
China's first foreign minister
was an American. Anson
Burlingenw,
former.
Con grft's r_o_a n
ior_
Massachusetts was named by
Abraham Lincoln to be minister
to China. He served with such
distinction that when he retired
from his post in 1867, the emperor of China made him
China's foreign minister.

a

Less than 15 per cent of
China's total land area can be
cultivated and most of that-U-lh
the eastern third where 50 per_
cent of the inhabitants live.
Fellow sends the Internal,.
Revenue Service 25 cents with a
note explaining that he understood he could pay his income tax by the quarter.
The frogs are singing out our
way. As you know they hibernate down in the mud and come
up in the spring. Also we saw
two male Cardinals half-way
disputing the territory which
includes oar front Sreard. They
are not ready to declare their
territorial imperative but
nearly so.

Al\V\

In Our 93rd Year

-The Calloway Circuit Court,
meeting Thursday to hear the
case of Pritchett vs. Thomure,
decided for the plaintiffs, Joe
and Juanita Pritchett, for the
total sum of $40,000, according
to the office of the circuit court
clerk.
The suit arose from an atuo
accident which occurred at the
;intersection of 12th and
Chestnut Streets on July 7, 1969.
-Police reports stiid that Ralph
..I-Thomure,.defendeato.driving
a 1969 Chevrolet 4-door, was
going west on Chestnut, making
a left turn onto 12th Street.
Pritchett, driving a 1962 Pontiac
4-door, was going south on 12th
Street when the collision occurred. Both drivers told police
at the time of the accident that
the light was green in their
direction. Damage to both cars
wanWthe front11111L-7 - --Mrs. Pritchett was taken to
urray Calloway County
hospital and treated for a

Mrs. Tarry
Injured* In
Accident

10* Per Copy

FRANKFORT, Ky.
The Kentucky Senate today
overwhelmingly approved the
administration's congressloMP
reapportionment bill. It goes
now to Gov. Wendell Ford for
his signature. The vote was 267.
The bill makes the following
changes in Kentucky's seven
congressional districts:
-Transfersl:trio:ken, Mason,
Robertson,-blidliellerlion
ery, and Pavia otaaties from
airsionne1111111111111111119

Gibson, England

SPéàkAMeet
Of Kiwanians

Collection For
Heart Fund To

'Campus Lights' Slated
To Begin On February 24

Postoffice To Be
Closed On Monday

The Weather
Jackson Purchase
Partly cloudy, windy and
cooler today. Highs'in the IOW
and mid 40s. Clearing and colder tonight. Lows 72 to.27. Sunny
and colder Saturdny. Highs in
the mid to upper 30s. Sunday
sunny and warmer. Probabilities of precipitation 20 per
cent today, 10 per cent tonight
and near zero Saturday.

Registration ea& today at Roses for the Murray Optimist Club
Tri-Star basketball contest. The coldest will be held tomorrow at
the Murray Middle School gym. Mrs.Beryl Whaley, left, and Mrs.
Pat Brick kelp Glen Redden, 13 and Darrell Redden, 11, register
for Use-emplest, Gfee-uniHilarrell-terliirIeniret Mrs. Peggy
Warner lIfilfarray.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

the 6th District in North Omtral Kentucky to the 7th Die.
hid in Eastern Kentucky.
-Shifts Madison, Garrard
and part of Jessamine County
from the 6th to the 5th District
in Southeastern Kentucky.
-Takes Grant and Pendleton
counties and half of Campbell
and Kenton counties out of the
4th District in Northern Kentucky and adds them to the 6th.
vas Lee County from the.
7th to the 5th.
•

Biltlaising Department
Heads Salaries Passes

Darrell Gibson,a student, and
Larry England; head of the
speech department at Calloway
County High School, spoke to
members of the Kiwanis Club at
their regular meeting Thursday
•
FIRANKFolly.(AP)
night at the Murray Woman's
bill designed to put Ken
Clubhouse.
—
on a more competitive footing
.Josiah Darnall introduced the
with industry and surrounding
program. England told of the
states in hiring personnel
hard work the 27 speech
DANCE DIRECTOR-Sylvia Wood, a senior from Murray, passed Thursday in the Senate
students at Calloway County do.
leads the 12-member dancing cherus for the "Campus Lights" and now goes to Gov. Wendell
He explained that they pay a
production at Murray State through a routine in rehearsal. Mrs. Ford.
feww of $3 to belong and then
Wood planned the choreography for the production. Written,
They pay any expenses they
performed and directed by students at Murray State, "Campus
have on trips to speech events.
Lights" is recognised as one of the outstanding campus shows in
Gibson, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Roy E. Gibson, Cherry Corber, the country. A musical comedy this year, it centers around the
difficulties encountered by a young musician trying to eetabileb a
talked on the need for people to
band. The 35th annual production is scheduled MowryISM&
get involved. He said a good
motto Would be "Get involved
and get something solved." He
continued, "All people, black,
Saturday night, February 19,
white, yellow, red, youth and
donations for the Heart Fund
adults, need to get together."
ri ll be
collected at hal
Don Clayton, a Murray State
ftime of the Murray-East
student representing Circle K,
Tennessee ballgame.
reported on gifts that had been
Members of the Gamma
given to the children at
"Campus Lights," the annual plugging away each year and Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Paradise Home and showed student musical production at putting more and more into it,"
Phi will be in charge of this
photographs taken at the home. Murray State University, is v‘ he explain* "Knowing they
event, according to Mrs. Jerry
Perry Cavitt was a guest of interesting cycle of self- are doing something that will Bolls,
publicity Chairman for
Rly Carter. President Morgan perpetuation.
help future students gives them the Calloway County Heart
Proceeds from the sheer Bach ‘..isioling of sualeaceion and Association.
year go into a fund to finance helps promote Mprit de corps."
"Beta Sigma. Phi chapters
Written,
directed - and. -throughout the
music scholarships for instate are
performed by students, the working toward
coming students. Most of the
making the
show
also
serves as a Heart Fund Drive this year a
talented scholarship recipients
then become a part of the proud homecoming occasion for "old highly successful one," says
campus tradition thernselvees grads" and as an opportunity Mrs. Bolls.
George Washington's bir- and help to raise money for for many high school students
Of the 425,000 Kentuckians
from a six-state area to be affected
lhday will be observed by the more new scholarships.
by heart disease, death
United States Postoffice on
So, actually, "Campus exposed to Murray State and its will claim the loves of 19,400 in
Monday, February
Lights,",genrallly recognized academic programs —
4972. In Calloway County, -MO
fo city or rural delivery of as one of the outstanding
The music scholarship deaths were
due to this No. 1
mail will be made on Monday, student productions in the program began about 1952 health menace
in 1971, Mrs.
according to G. B. Jones, country, feeds on itself.
under the sponsorship -Or
Bolls said.
superintendent of mails of the
chapters
of
two
Scheduled this year Feb. 24- local
The contributions collected at
Murray Postoffice. The lobby 25-26, the show marks a double professional music frater- the basketball
game will go to
will be open for the patrons with anniversary-the 50tii an- nities-Sigma Alpha Iota and support
research, health
postoffice boxes and for pur- niversary of the founding of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. Net education,
and community
chase of stamps in the Murray State and the 35th proceeds from the show last
service activities of the Kenmachines. Jones said there anniversary of the production year financed scholarships
tucky Heart Association. For
would be special delivery itself.
amounting to about $2,600.
those why. will not be in atservice.
Farrell said between 3,500 tendance at the
Richard W. Farrell, faculty
Saturday night
The holiday dispatch schedule advisor and chairman of the and 4,000 people saw the show game,
Mrs. Bolls said that there
will be observed on Monday. music department, has seen in 1971, with much of the
are donation cans located at a
Mail must be deposited in the student pride grow year-by- audience made up of senior
manlier of the local business
postoffice by 3:30 p.m. to go in
year. He thinks "Campus classes making annual trips, places is-.which
contributions
the four p.m. dispatch. Persons Lights" is valuable to the bands,
choruses, and other may be made.
are asked to please refrain from
maintenance of high morale. student groups.
calling the postoffice on MonHe contrasts that turnout with
"They do it on their own day.
some lean years for the

=====
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Senate Approves Congressional
Reapportionment Measure Today

fractured patella. Pritchett was
x-rayed and released.
Pritchett was awarded the
sum of $30,000 while his wife
was awarded the sum of $10,000.
The court will resume
Monday morning, to hear the
case of Leach vs. Rhoades.

BLONDE PEKINGESE
A blonde Pekingese is at the
Miller Funeral Home. For information call 492-8724.

Kentucky
Extended Outlook Sunday
through Tuesday
Fair Sunday through Monday.
Cloudy Monday night and Tuesday with a chance of showers.
Cool Sunday followed by a
slight warming trend 'Monday
and Tuesday. Lows in the low
20s Sunday, rising to the low
30s Tuesday. Highs Sunday in
the low 40s, rising to the upper
40s Tuesday.

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, February 18, 1972

Jury Awards $40,000 To
hitchetts In Civil Suit

A Murray woman,Mrs. Mack
Thomas (Louise) Tarry of 1510
Sycamore Street, Murray,
sustained a broken leg, bruises
and abrasions in an accident in
the driveway of her home on
Well, we go out to the
Thursday at 3:30 p.m.
University Branch of the Bank
Mrs. Tarry was taken by
of Murray and the only word to
ambulance to the emergency
describe it is -Magnificent". It
room of the Murray-Calloway
really is.
Ctitinty
Hospital, but was
transferred to the Western
The exterior is beautiful and Reptant Hospital, Paducah for
the interior is eye catching and further treatment.
pleasing. The interior walls are
The Murray Police Departof gray plaster with washed ment investigated the accident
aggregate pressed into it. This and the report said Mrs. Tarry
was coated with silicone or had parked her
1971 Ford four
something. You can really 'see door sedan in the driveway at
out" since there are windows on her home.
all sides.
The police report said Mrs.
Tarry had gotten out of the car,
A huge basement contains a crosed the door,lut then the
car
large recreation room in stir
- ted to roll back. Mrs. Tarry
modern decor. A.W. and his attempted to open the door to
wife, picked the colors.
get the car stopped; but the car
door knocked her down and the
A masterful job of planning front wheel ran over her legs,
and execution. Edwin Cain built according to the police report.
it and all the suppliers were
After the car ran over Mrs.
local people, the glass, the Tarry, the vehicle then went on
electricity, the carpenters, the across the street, hitting a lamp
plasterers, the plumbers, the post in the yard of A. J.
carpets, the whole thing.
Buchanan at 1513 Sycamore
Street, before it came to a stop.
The ear was reported not
damaged.
Mrs. Tarry had just returned
from her duties as teacher of
mathematics at Calloway
The Oak Grove Baptist County High School when the
Church will host a gospel accident occurred.
singing on Saturday, February
19, at seven p.m.
Several local groups will be
present at the singing at the
church located approximately
five miles west of Hazel off the
State Line Road. The public is
invited to attend.

Gospel Singing
Planned Saturday

fuBSttfi
4%.

MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Seen&Heard

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
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Over 12,000 Tags
Still To Be Sold
At Clerk's Office
Marvin Harris, Calloway
County Court Clerk, said this
morning that beginning Monday, February 21, and continuing until- the close of this
month, the clerk's office will be
unable to license out of state'
cars due to the rush of the sale
of Kentucky 1972 license plates.
Only five thousand license
plates have been purchased to
residents so far this year, and
Harris over 12,000 will have to
be sold at the local clerk's office
before the deadline on Tuesday,
February 29.
Harris said ten local cars can
be licensed while one out of
state license is being processed.
Carsand !mall truck owners ars
urged to purchase their license
plates as soon as possible to
avoid the long lines during the
closing days of February ' Each
vehicle owner should bring tint
license receipt when purchasing
the tags at 812.50 each, Harris,
said.
The clerk's office is open from
eight a.m. to five p.m. ,MondaY
through Saturday, through
February for the convenience of
.the pulalic....Extriwalestealrls-lahas been
.employed for the
rush of the license plates sales.

(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Area Youths
Enlisted In
Army Program

- T4be bill-would raise tha
Mg on salaries for state department heads from 820,000 to
$27,500.
Opponents said the maximum
increase of 37.5 per cent far exceeds the 5.5 per cent guideline
established by President Nixon
during Phase II of his wageprice freeze. Oothers said the
bill should have been expanded
to provide pay boosts for all
state employes.
Supporters of the bill said it
't automatically raise ery department chief's salary.
The final vote was 25-12.
Earlier the Senate approved
20-16 a motioe by Majority,
Leader Walter (Dee) Huddleston to withdraw an amendment
that would have raised depart. _
ment heads' salaries no more
than 6 per cent above what
they were Jan. 1.
Huddleston said Kentu
ranks anywhere from 8 to 43
per cent below the national averages in what it pays its department heads. Sen. Clyde
Middleton, R-Covington, said
the state ranks 47th in over-all
salaries for state employes.
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

"(taco Market
Trading EndedThe Murray Dark-Fired
Tobacco Market has reported
`total sales of 3,992,596 pounds
for this season for a total of
12,416,978.19.
Average per hundredweight
for the season on the four
Murray floors was an all-time
high of $60.54.
The Dark-Fired sale continues today in Mayfield and
area totals and averages will be
available Monday.

-Shifts a,portion of Jefferson
County from the 4th to the 3rd
District, now composed solely
of Louisville.
-Transfers half of Ohio
County from the 2nd District in
west central Kentucky to the
1st District in extreme Western
Kentucky.
Reapportionment is necessary for Kentucky to comply
withlhe"U.S. SuPierni Court's
one man-one vote principal.
The plan has come under
strong criticism from Northern
Kentucky representatives who
are upset that it divides two of
the state's most populous counties.
It also has been criticized by
some representatives of the
southern bluegrass region of
Central Kentucky, who aro dis-tFibst the plan will take
-three bluegrasscounties-Madison, Garrard, and part of Jessamine out, of that region and
add them to the 5th District.
There is talk that a court suit
challenging the bill is being
prepared. The suit reportedly is
being contemplated in Northern
Kentucky although there is no
indication how soon it wilt
come.
Opponents of the bill contend
exgeed_dlagee it will
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Family Outreach
Series Planned
Local Church -.-Dr. Herman A. Norton, Dean
of the Disciples Divinity House,
Vanderbilt University, Nash.
vine, Tenn., will be the guest
speaker at the All Family
Outreach Encounter to be held
at the fellowship hall of the
First Christian Church, North
5th Street, on Sunday, February
20, from six p.m. to 7:15 p.m.
The Vanderbilt dean will
speak on "The Churches Stake
in Higher EduchtlOn", dealing
specifically
with
the
denomination's church related
colleges,
universities,
seminaries, Bible chairs, and
Disciples houses, according to
Rev. David Roos, minister of
the local church.
Dr. Norton received his
bachelor's degree from Lynchburg College, and his
bachelor of Divinity, Masters,
and Doctor 9f
Phipsophy
degrees from Vinderbilt
University. He has specialized
in American Church history,

MSU Implementing Crime
Commission Grant Here

Murray State University is grant is being used by the
serving as the implementing university to develop a plan for
agency for a $7,000 grant ._a new criminology and
awarded to Calloway County by corrections program approved
the Kequcky Crime Com- this month by the board of
_
mission.'
regents.
Awarded under Title I of the
.Robert L. Whitten, assistant
Two area youths have Ominibus Crime Control and
_professor of sociology and
enlisted in the U.S. Army Safe Streets Act passed by
delayed entry program, ac- Congress in 1968, the five-month anthropology at Murray State,
is the project director during
cording to Sgt. Jerry Work,
the developmental phase and
focal Army recruiter.
will head the major program
Hal Brent Cathey, 17. of
when classes begin next fall.
Dr. Herman A. Norton
Murray, and Johnny Blanton,
Calloway
County Judge
24, also of Murray, are
Robert 0. Miller applied to the modern religious cults, and the
scheduled to enter the Army
KCC
for funds to develop an polity and history of the
later this year.
The
Calloway
County
academic
program to serve Brotherhood. He has published
Cathey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sheriff's office has reported the
both
students
already involved three books including "When
Henry L. Cathey of Route 4, will arrest of three women in conBow", "Rebel
in
criminology
and corrections Senators
enter active duty in March of nection with a breakin at the Ed
work and students with no Religion", and "Tennesse#
this year.
LOVi11.5 homeplace, three miles
experience who anticipate Christians".
Blanton, son of Mr. and Mrs. north of New Concord.
The Nashville speaker has
doing that kind of work in the
Luke Blanton of 506 N. 1st St.,
Officials said that this was the
served on a number of national
future.
will enter active duty in April. second time that the three had
Charles L. Owen of Frank- boards of the Christian Church.,
Private Blanton is a graduate of broken into the home. The
fort, executive director of the and holds the rank Of colonel in
Murray High School, and is women were reportedly caught
the U.S. Army Reserves.
married to the former Francine at the time of the theft, conunission„notified Miller that
Light refreshments will he
the
application
had
been
Walker of Mayfield, Ky. The
preparing to take various dishes
seriied and a nursery will be
&proved.
Funds
will
be
adBilliton's are now -living at 114 out of the Muse.
available on the second floor of
The three appeared before ministered through the Murray the educational pudding.
St., in Murray.
State
University
Foundation.
Further information on the Judge Robert 0. Miller this
Tit series will run for three
Noting that interest in the
delayed entry program can be
morning; two of the three
Sundays,
February
20,
new
mak*
is
already
running
Obtained from Sgt. Work at his women were placed under $500
February
27,
March
5,
and
the
high,
Whitten
said the grant,
office at the Mayfield Shopping bond and ordered to appear in
World Outreach Committee,Dr.
along with some matching aid
SW& the May term_oLlhe circuit
,
w
may Call hint at 24745251or'an court. The third, a juvenile was
_poqsor, .of_ the_ skoc_41__
appertntrnent.
not put undo;bond.
(tentinueron-Pale-Fourken)
programs.

Theft Investigated
By Sheriffs Office

spruce
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"Rubber Check"
"Your check bounced."
When Harry heard this new,
from the neighborhood garage
man, his first reaction was embarrassment But embarrassment
turned to dismay when the garage man started criminal proceedings against him. The
charge: passing a worthless
check.
,
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City Park Issue ___
A controversy has arisen over the proposal to sell
city park property located between Payne and
Chestnut streets. Tempers have flared on the City
Council and the number of visitors at City Council
meetings has increased greatly with many voicing
their opinions on the issue.
.The proposal is that. this property—be sold with
income from it expected to be out $400,000. That
part along Chestnut street would be commercial
property and that part along Payne street to be used
for multiple housing.
Proponents of the proposal say that with Federal
matching funds, approximately 100 acres would be
acquired and developed into a city park that could
contain all the needed recreational area that a city
the size of Murray requires.
—
Opponents of the issue say that a better way would
be to keep the present city park intact and to purchase another area of similar size in another section
of the city.
There are advantages to both of these plans.
There are areas which could be studied however
which could throw more light on the proposal to sell
the park property and develop an entirely new area.
For instance just what requirement would the
Federal government lay down if they furnish matching funds?.......
Can the Federal government set the Wagescale of
park employees? What requirements will the
Federal government set as far as lighting,
sewerage, water, is concerned?
What kind of cooperative program can be worked
out with Murray State University which needs
something on this order to train their many physical
education and recreation majors? How much help
financially can the park program expect from the
_university with their many students. who_uae
it
system?
. We see no particular point in rushing into the
proposal until the entire City Council is fully aware
of all the ramifications involved in such a move.
We can see no great harm in selling off this city
park property and developing a new park, IF sufficient funds can be derived from the property
together with matching funds, to not only purchase
new property and develop it, but also to maintain it.
It is fairly obvious that the present city budget will
not allow enough funds to maintain a city park of 100
acres. It hardly has enough funds in it now to
properly maintain the present city park.
It is unfortunate that this issue has become so
prominent and controversial because the city park
system is far less consequential than other
programs.
The City Council and Mayor Holmes Ellis have
worked together in a cooperative spirit to develop
the Fire Department,Police Department, Sanitation
System, Water 81 Sewer System, Natural Gas
System. The Murray Street Department needs
expanding and the need for more sidewalks, paved
streets and curbs and gutters is only too obvious.
As the city income grows each year, added expenses quickly move in to absorb this increase.
The point we are making here is that any move on
the part of the Parks Committee must be predicated
on the basis that enough funds must be available
from the sale of the property, plus matching funds,
to buy, develop and maintain the new proposed park,
with the current budgeted money for the parks to
remain about the same.
A point to be considered with the proposed new
park will be its staffing and upkeep. We certainly
are for expanded park facilities, but not at the expense of street paving, possible sidewalks and
gutters, more police protection, more fire protection, better sanitation facilities, etc.
No great harm has been done to rezone the
present city park (which paves the way for its sale),
but we would caution against a headlong jump into
an area that has not been fully investigated. We do
not like to tag anything with an urgent sign, unless
this sign is definitetiCin order.
One of the oldest political moves that we know is
to make something appear to be so urgent that it is
approved before anyone really knows what things
are all about.
We hasten to say that all members of the council
and Mayor Ellis, have the good of the city at heart,
the only difference of opinion being olter the best
method of promoting progress.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Delight thyself also In the Lord; and he shall give thee the
desires of thine heart—Psalm 37:4.
Here is the one sure way to get everything that you have really
wanted in life. But our desires need a bath, in Christ. After His
cleansifigithey are new,,Only_ by.putting the Lord first can we getWhat we desire.
—
—

Ten Years Ago Today

=MEM•

PILE

Forest fires dialtroyed 32 acres of thiaVarland in Caltitiay
County last year, according to the annual fire report of the State
Division of Famtry.There were eV/wares and a total damage
$46.00. '
Sgt. James Ralph Shell, Murray, of Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio, last week became the first aernan in Air Material
Command to receive a college degree under "Operation Bootstrap".
Wendell Herndon is now stationed at Camp Gordon, Ga., with
the Armed Services,
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will speak at the Meeting of the Ahno
School PTA on February 20.

Dear Editor:
I would like to express my
personal thanks and that of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chapter of the March of Dimes
to you and your staff for the
excellent coverage given us by
your
newspaper.
Your
cooperation has helped make
our recent campaign a success.
Our local Chapter joins me in
thanking all of you at the
Ledger & Times.

As a rule, giving a check that
bounces is not a crime if the
person honestly expected it to go
through. But he must have a
reasonable expectation, not just
a pious hope. Consider this case:
An oil promoter, trying to sell
stock to an investor, thought the
deal was almost sewed up.
Counting on some quick cash, he
wrote a large check to cover
various expenses. But the deal
fell through and the check
bounced.
Was this a criminal offense?
A court said yes, because the
promoter had no solid basis for
expecting his check to be good.
-*Mere hope," said the court, was
not enough.
Suppose the person expects
just the opposite: that his check,
although good when he wrote it,
will be bad by the time it gets
to the bank. Thus:
A man wrote a check for $2.1
while he still had $100 in his account. But he knew perfectly
well that he had already written
several other checks which
would wipe out the $100.
A court ruled afterward that
he was indeed guilty of an offense. The court said what mattered was not the situation at the
time he wrote the check but the
situation at the "moment of
truth"—when the check was presented at the bank for payment.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Harry Conley. Publicity Chairman
Murray-Calloway County
Chapter
March of Dimes

'Villalie

DINH ER-THF.ATRE
DELICIOUS DINNERS
BROADWAY PLAYS
Friday Saturday,Sunday

Feb. 18.19,20

Frank McCarthy was the press
agent; they are now reunited

McCarthy's production of
"Fireball Forward."

Charles M. Baker, City Councilman, explained the proposed
annexation of property to the city at the meeting of the Murray
City Council.
A history of the Murray Water and Sewer System was included
in the audit report of Bethel Richardson given at the City Council
meeting. The history was reprinted ia yesterday's Ledger &

20 Years Ago Today

,1
44011
)
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In coast, Marry explained to
the judge:
"It was all an innocent misother man's check, which.
deposited earlier, had
bounced in the meantime. That
is why my account4appened to
-- be short."
"The fact remains," replied
the garage man, "that be did
give me a check that was no
good. That itself is illegal."
But the court tossed out the
charge against Harry. The court
said be lacked the criminal intent that is an essential inspett_ Reunion
_
ent or till
HOLLYWOOD (UPI —
Eddie Albert made his movie
debut in 1938 working in
"Brother Rat" on which

rtir

Grayson McClure of Taylor Motors, Inc., Murray, has clinched
a victory in the super stock automatics class at the National
Drag Races on the Daytona Beach, Fla., International Speedway
NASCAR.
Murrelle Walker bowled 200 for the high individual single game
in the Early Bird League for the week of February 14 at Corvette
Lanes.

FRI,SAT Dinner mt 7

SUN .r 5

floe 362-4211 for litsofates
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THE ANSWER?
I found the smog
everyone says exists,
but I had never seen,
...being a country type.

Kentucky Dam V,i:age State Padk

I found the smog,
grey see-thru tempers
...of them city types.

LE1UNGTON, Ky.—It's time
to think about choosing tobacco
varieties for 1972. Selecting a
variety which best meets the
needs of your farm • is important, according to J.H.
Smiley, Extension tobacco
specialist at the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture.
If you are getting satisfactory
yields and net return from your
present variety, stick with it,
advises Smiley. However, he
recommends trying a stick-row
test every year with one of the
new varieties. Some may be
superior or better adapted to
your farm than the one you have
been using.
Disease resistance should be
considered in variety selection,
especially if disease has been a
problem. Some of the more
troublesome diseases are black
root rot, fusarium wilt and
black shank.
If your farm has trouble with
black root rot, fusarium wilt or
wildfire, Smiley recommends
KY 14.
When black shank is present,
Smiley says crop rotation is the
best bet. Seed the field to grass
equipment; and move to a new

field. However, a tobacco
variety resistant to the disease
can be used as a last resort if
crop rotation is not possible.
Black shank resistant varieties
include 521 a Lti, KY 12 a LS,
B37 a L8, KY 14a LB, B37, and
B49.
Smiley
mentioned
the
characteristics of some other
burley varieties. He said Burley
37 is a fair yielding, broad leaf,
standup type, which matures
uniformly and is of good
quality. It is moderately
resistant to black shank.
KY 14 is a standup, high
yielding variety of good quality.
It holds Its bottom leaves well
and is useful where black root
rot and fusarium wilt are
problems.
MS Burley 21 a KY 10 is a
hybrid of two acceptable and
satisfactory
varieties. It
produces high yields of good
quality smoking. tobacco and
has good resistance to wildfire,
tobacco mosaic, and mediumlow resistance to black root rot
and fusarium wilt.
For more detailed information_ on various tobacco
varieties and their rharactes, see your local. Vnunty
Extension agent.
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I found the factories a
and the cars
In disgusting conspiracy,
...being an intelligent type.
I knew the answer.
Do away with factories and cars!
So simple it's ridiculous.
...for a thinking type.

I know
living into
folks' horn
We ha
He thinks :

I left the smog
in the city skies'
pointing my car countryward,
...being the traveling type.

DEAR

DEMI
COVEREI
the dinner
are no na
will pass

Isn't It The Truth!

Choose Leaf Varieties Now

Slic

DEAR
from her.

—Tom Perldas

By Carl Riblet Jr.
In a hospital your inhibitions break down.
You soon get so you don't care who sees you
in a rumpled nightie, and it is perfectly1311
right to put a total stranger in the bed next
to you.
"Hospital, n. A place where the sick
generally obtain two kinds of
treatment; medical by the doctor
and
inhuman by the superintendent."
—Ambrose Bierce in
The Devil's Dictionary

PAGE THR1

Send your poems (typewritten copies-none can be returned) to
this column. Submit as many as you wish.
If you are interested in joining a local poetry club, which would be
a member of the Kentucky State Poetry Society, then send a post
card with your name,address,and phone number, to this column.

DIM
HAM

"PLAY MISTY FOR ME"
...as laritafloa to germ_
,
CO..

A POEM FOR CAROLYN
I know a little girl
Her eyes are very blue
And when she loves and kisses,
I know her love is true.

PANAVISION• • TECHNICOLOR'
Warner Bros.. A Kinney Company

TWOCOL

CHILDREN'S Atorg SAT. Julos Verno's

1 HI 3

1"5 Weeks In A Balloon"

She is my little darling
I'm her grandma too
We like to huddle up so warm
When winter winds go w000!

ited :000000400
Buttons & Barbara Ede

Some day I think I'll take her
Across the meadow green
And there we will gather flowers
The fairest ever seen.

LATE

-SHOW
Fri. II Sat.
1 1:30 pm
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•
aimin
Only
imumm
,
amem
.Over IS ewila
in Color

We might even find some fairies
Leprechauns and such.
I know that we would be happy
I'd like it very much.
And if we found a toadstool
Beside a bubbly brook
I would gather it so gently
To see just how it looked.

111111111111111
,
.1.1.b
She dod

Perhaps there would be a butterfly
With colors gay and bright
It would fly and flutter
Just like a lovely kite.

MURRAY

I think the meadow is lovely
When spring begins to come
And if we found some daffodils
Nodding gaily in the sun
We would make a golden wish
And gather every one.

her thing from6to9

Open 6:30-Start 7:00
Fri-Sat.-Sun.

rtisz:E:

COMING
A
THEPLA
MANY

THINGS THAT
ARE

ILLEGAL
"HrSTR
ANGE WORLD
OF
KATMANDU"

Oh! I see a pussy willow
Almost hid from sight.
It's lovely branches lifted
And filled with silver light.
Humming birds and honey bees
I am sure we would find galore
Cardinals arid Robbins red
To Open springtime's door
Flora Joule

What
year the
NSW P'sl
envelope.

iitY 18 1972
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Bridal COW-For'
Rita Harris Held
At Rogers'--Home
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Should twins
dress alike?
By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: In it recent colunill you said, If identical
teins really want to !le 'individuals,' they should not dress
alike."
I am an identical twin, and I disagree with you beca
my Ma. and I have beena:en for each other just NI
often, wearing entirely different outfits as when we dresee'd
alike.
Dressed differently, we had to identify ourselves be
everyone we met. ["I'm June, dressed in green today. Jean
is wearing blue."1
We felt we were more individually identified when we
dressed alike because then people would have to find a distinguishing facial feature, a mole, something personal M
order to tell one from the other.
I have often heard the "Don't-dress-twins-alike" theory
to encourage their individuality, but.I,cannot believe that
clothes make the twins or the individual.
Sincerely,
MRS. J. P. A.
DEAR MRS. A.: I see your point, but do not agree with
you. I maintain that when twins are small, and have no voice
in their selectiqp of clothing, most mothers will dress them
alike because they look so cute. But as soon as they are old
enough to express themselves, their Individual preferences
lif indeed they have any) should be respected and encouraged. Twins who dress themselves identically are saying,
"Look at us. We're twins!" (P. S. I asked my twin and she
agrees with me.)

Mrs. Kenneth Thomas, sealad, b being crowned as Valentine
Queen of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority
by Mrs. Dan Wall, last year's queen, at the annual banquet held
at the Holiday Inn.

Valentine Banquet
- —PARKER GIRL' -- -1-Held--At Holiday--By
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Parker
of Alm° Route One are the Sorority
Chapter —
parents of a baby girl, Christina

Elizabeth, weighing nine
The Red Room of the Holiday
pounds 10102 ounces, born on Inn of Murray was the setting
Tuesday, February 15, at 10:52 for the annual Valentine
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway Banquet held by the Gamma
County Hospital.
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
The new father is employed at Phi on Saturday, February 11.
the General Tire and Rubber The president, Mrs.
Willard'
Company, Mayfield.
-eAlls, asked Johnny Bohannon
Grandparents are Mrs. offer thanks preceding the'
Dealie Bell Parker and the late meal.
DEAR ABBY: How does a respectable main keep from
Jack Parker of Murray, Staff
falling in love with his neighbor's wife?
The candlelight dinner, enSgt. David Johnson of Fort
STARTING TO FALL
joyed by members and their
Polk, La., and Mrs. Iva Hays of husbands, was in honor of the
DEAR STARTING: He keeps a "respectable" distance
Los Angeles, California. Great 1972 Valentine Queen, Mrs.
from her.
grandmothers are Mrs. Nellie Kenneth Thomas.
Johnson of Puryear, Tenn., and
The program was conducted
DEAR ABBY: My- hoy friend and I are mature adults
Mrs. Flowery Morris of- by Mrs. Jerry Bolls and
Mrs.
who are living together in an apartment near my parents'
Murray.
Johnny Bohannon. A game of
home. My parents are not crazy about this setup, but they
famous couples was played with
have accepted it. The problem is this: When my folks go
HEATH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Nix
South for a month they want someone to stay at their house,
7-1-Ms. and Mra7Kenneth Heath winning the prize. selected'
and since I am an only child, I stay there. It's no hardship
of South Bend,Ind., formerly of poems by Edna St. Vincent
for me, but my boy friend feels that be should be able to stay
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of Millay and Rod McCuan were
with me at my parents' home, too, and 1 don't agree with
- a baby boy, Jerry Gordon, read by Mrs. Nix, and a special
him.
weighing seven pounds nine love poem was dedicated to Mr.
I know my parents would be hurt if I brought this kind of
ounces, born on Monday, and Mrs. Thomas.
living into their home. Helve let him stay with me at my
Highlighting the even N of the
February 14.
folks' home a few nights, and I felt terrible out it.
evening, Mrs. Thomas was
Grandparents
Mrs.
are
'.10
We have argued a lot about this, and I think I am right.
crowned Gamma Gamma
Watson of Rudy's Restaurant,
He thinks HE is right. What do you think?
Valentine Queen by last year's
Murray,
Albert
Watson
of
South
°NAN DAUGirrila
Bend, Ind., and !Ara. Marjorie queen, Mrs. Dan Wall. A banner
DEAR ONLY: WA yea are right.
Heath of Paris, Tenn. Great of red satin with gold lettering
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. was presented to We_ „Thomas
DEAR ABBY: A question for "SOPPING WET AND
R.A. Bowersox of South Bend, by her Secret sister in the
COVERED WITH DOG HAIR IN HARTFORD": Was this
Ind. Marty Watson of Murray is chapter.
Mrs. Thomas will reign
the dinner party at which the hostess said, nin sorry there
an uncle.
throughout the month of
are no napkins, but from time to time a large shaggy dog
will pass among you"?
Choosing A Carpet February as she and her
HUGHIE IN BLOOMFIELD
sorority sisters work as
Considering carpet for the
What's year problem? You'll feel better If yea get Ii at
volunteers for the 'Kentucky
entryway? Select one made
year eared. Write to ABBY, Box WM, Les Angeles, Cal.
Heart Association in Murray
of tough, durable fiber that
WOO. Tar a personal reply earleee stamped. addressed
and Calloway County. They will
resists wear and tear and
can be scrubbed.
envelope.
be collecting at the Murray
State -East Tennessee
basketball game Saturday
evening, February 19.
At the close of the evening, a
lovely red and white floral
arrangement was presented to
Mrs. Thomas by the chapter
members.
Those attending the banquet
were Messrs and Mesdames
Willard Ails, Jerry Bolls,
Johnny Bohannon, Pearly
McClure, John Paul Nesbitt,
Jimmy Nix, Bill Overbey.
Larry
Overbey, Wallace
Parkin, Dan Wall, Ed Thomas.
and Miss Francies Armstrong.

Churchill Home Is
Scene Of Arts And
Crafts Club Meet

5to9

The home of Mrs. James
Rogers on North Sciteenth
Street was the scene of the
bridal coffee held in honor of
Miss Rita Harris, March 4th
bride-elect of Jimmy Y. Stroud
of Paducah, on Saturday,
February 5, from nine-thirty to
eleven-thirty o'clock in the
morning.
Mrs. Rogers, Mrs. James
Hamilton, Mrs. Charles Hale.
Mrs. Archie Simmons,and Mrs.
Art Lee were the gracious
hostesses for the lovely
prenuptial occasion.
bride-elect -choSe.M.320Ar...
frau-her trousseau an off white
Mit pant suit. Her mother, Mrs.
Marvin Harris, was attired in a
white pant.siit with blue and
brown trim. Their hostosses'
gift corsages were of yellow
wrangler 4-H Club members present at the meeting recently were, top row, left to right, Diane
centered white daisies.
.__McCuiston, Phil McCulston, Graves Burkeen, Ricky Williams; second row, Mike Thomas, Sherri
The beautifully appointed Thomas, and Leanna Brown; third row, Michael Wicker and Keith Wicker Not piaent was 11Wen
coffee table, overlaid with a 1' mccuistaa,
•
white clokli,wa.spcentereitwith
beautiful arrangement of
•
yellow snapdragons, yellow
chrysanthemums, and yellow
centered white daisies. The
silver coffee service and other
recreation hall of the church at
Friday, February 18
silver appointments were used.
"A Celebration of Com- seven a.m. with James Feltner,
Guests signed the register at
munications" will be presented assistant principal at Calloway
the table centered with a bud
The Wrangler 4-H Club met by the Murray High School County High School,as speaker.
,
vase holding the same flowers recently to start their new year Speech Club at the Murray
,
•
used in the coffee tabts-zin 4-H work: The Wrangler club Middle School eitcRtorium
The Junior Radial of amities _
arrangements.
is for boys and girls that have 7:30 p.m. Admission will be,Ross, Sheffield, Ala., trombone,'
presented
- taken the horse project in the
Miss Harris was
$1.50 and $1.00
Will be held at the Recital Hall,
with a toaster as a wedding gift H club.
Fine Arts Building Annex,
Saturday,February 19
from the hostesses.
• At the meeting Sherri Thomas
Chapter M of the P.E.O. kW, at 3:30 p.m.Forty persons were included - gave a report on the "American
Sisterhood will have a planned
in the guest list.
Quarter Horse" and a report on
Monday, February 21
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
the "The Horse Botfly.".
The Penny Homemakers Club
W.J. Pitman with Mrs. H.L.
Another report was given on the
Oakley as the assisting hostess. will meet at the Holiday Inn at
"Throughbred Horse" by Mike
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr., will, ten a.m. with Mrs. Vernon
Thomas.
Moody as hostess.
have the program,
Plans were made to start a
leather project. Each member
The Captain James Campen
The United Pentecostal
_Item they
picked out a
-n—
Church Fellowshiplially will ne___ Chapter, Kentucky Society,
would like to make.Some &" the held at six p.m. at the
if —the Arifeikin
Mrs. John Bartholomy was things chosen to be worked on University School auditorium. Revolution will have a
Washington's birthday lunhostess for the meeting of the were billfolds, western belts,
The Murray-Calloway'County
cheon at the Colonial House
Town
Country and watch bands.
and
The officers for the club have Shrine Club will have its potluck
Smorgasbord at twelve noon.
Homemakers Club held on
Thursday, February 3, at her been elected for the year 1972. supper arid regular Meeting at
They are: President: Ricky the WOW Hall at 6:30 p.m.
home.
_Tuesday, February 22
Williams, vice president: Bingo will be played.
Presiding at the meeting was
The Current Missions Group
--GraVeS Icurkeen, secretary:
Mrs. Bartholomy, president,
of the Memorial Baptist Church
A Chili Supper will be held in
Karen McCuiston, reporter:
Twenty-one members present
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Sherri Thomas,
recreation the fellowship hall of the BOUtb
answered the roll call by giving
Verna Mae Stubblefield, 905
Pleasant
United
Grove
leaders: Keith Wicker and Mike
their birth month, birth stone, Thomas:
Main Street, at two p.m.
Methodist Church,sponsored by
and zodiac sign.
MYF. Serving of chili, pie, and
At
the
close
of
the
meeting
'Moe ptate homemakers
The Sixth Annual Alpha Chi
drink will start at six p.m. The
e;ieeting to be held ,in refreshments were furnished by
faculty honor lectire will be
public is invited.
Lexington March 2-25 was Graves Burkeen.
held at the lJniverilty School
The club leaders are Gary
discussed. The ,club decided to
Sunday, February 20
auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Dr.
and
Betty
Wicker
and
anyone
pay the expenses for at least one
The Murray State University .• Marshall Gordon will be the
member to attend the meeting. interested in the horse project Dames Club will have their principal speaker.
The craft lessons for the in 4-H club may join the spring
semester
"get
Wranglers club or the county
remainder of the year were
acquainted" tea at 2:30 p.m. on
decided upon. Mrs. Dale wide 4-H club which will meet at the second floor in the home
The Panorama Birthday Club
Lemons suggested - the Club the County Extension office. economics department, In- will meet at one p.m. at the
Contact
Gary
Wicker, 753-4549, dustrial
sponsor
someone
Arts building.from
home of Mrs. William Moffett.
. _
American Handicraft Company if interested.
The International Stndents' All ladies-in- the neighborhood -to teach a new craft. The class
Banquet will be held at the are 'Ai/Red to attend.
Measurement of the yard
would be an open meeting and
Murray Woman's Club House.
originally
was
non members would be
based on the disThe Murray Quota Club will
tance from the tip of the nose
welcome.
The Kirksey United Methodist
meet
to
at 12 noon at the Southside
the
end
of
the
outstretched
Mrs. Kenneth
Men will have their regular
Ramsey
reminded members to bring arm and hand.
monthly breakfast in the Restaurant.
muslin squares to the March
meeting for a lesson
on
quilting.
A most informative and interesting lesson on "New
Sewing Techniques" was given
by Mrs. Helen Carlin.
Mrs.„Bartholomy told about
the craft lesson in Tole' painting. The group decided to have
a two day workshop in tole'
painting to be held February 21
and 23 at ten a.m. at The Craft
House.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Joyce Fortin and Mrs.
Darlene Ford. A pattern exrhange was enjoyed during the
social hour.

Wrangler 4-H Club
Plans Projects
At Reg ular Meet

Bartholomy Home Is
Scene Of The Town
nd Cou-ntpi-Meet-____PreRnt

When you re
New in town.
You don't know
Who to trust...

N

The home of Mrs. Ronald
Churchill on Cardinal Drive
was the scene of the meeting of
the Arts and Carfts Club held on
Wednesday, February 9, at twothirty o'clock in the afternoon

T
7:00

'The Happy Yellow Store"
quare

Murray, Ky.

Delightful refreshments went'
served by Mrs. Churchill 1,i
Mesdames Helen Lassiter,
Neva Waters, Aaron Chapman,
Mayme Randolph, Melas Linn.
B. H. Cooper,--Oarl Harrison.
Fulton Young, C. B, Ford,
Edgar Morris, S. L.
Bryan Tolley,. and A M
Thomas.
The March iskyrieet16,
-&----heid at *the home of Mrs
Fulton Young.
•

Mothers always used to say things like
that, and they still do. -Be careful
when you cross the street," and, "Don't
gulp yoOr milk" sound as familiar to
kids today as they did a couple of
generations ago.
And we think that's good. Because
it's a demonstration of caring which is
carried from generation to generation
and caring is what funeral service is
all about.

Chapman,
Mrs.
Aaron
president, presided. Several
pieces of beautiful handwork by,,
the members were displayed at
the meeting.

10

"s.

“Don't forget
to wear your
galoshes!"

You'll find a
-friend where you
we this sign:
Linda
753-2378
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THE J. H. CHURCHILL

t • FUNERAL HOME.
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Daytona Crash Takes Standings
Life Of Race Driver
The front twosome in Sunday's lineup was settled last
weekend when Isaac's tomatored Dodge led pole qualifying
at 186 m.p.h. followed by A. J.
Foyt in a Mercury at 184.
Isaac and Foyt ran for exercise Thursday.
Allison outgunned three-time
Indianapolis 500 champion Foyt
in a Chevrolet in Thursday's
second . heat, averaging 178 m.
p.h. Charlie Glotzbach was
third in a Dodge.
Finishing behind Isaac in the
first race were three Chevrolets
handledby Clifton "Coo Coo"
Marlin, Richard Brown and
Jim Hurtubise. Mark Donohue
was fifth in an American Motors Matador making its big
track debut.
Three-time Daytona 500 winner Richard Petty, socked with
a virus the night before, left
the first heat with a bum fuel
pump and-wilf• be forced to
start_ in theNback. of Sonflay's,
40-car field.Petty's mate on the 'STP-Petty racing team, Dodge driver
Buddy Baker, also crept off the
track with a busted cylinder
and will have to wiggle out of
the pack in the 500.
Jimmy Crawford of College
Park, Ga., was the only other
driver hurt in the big smashup.
He suffered a fractured jaw
and facial cuts.

I;
soi

f•

A LASTING MOMENT-Action was halted during the Los
Angeles Lakers and Phoenix Suns game, in Phoenix, to present
Wilt Chamberlain with the ball after he scored his 30,000th career
point. Phoenix general manager Jerry Colangelo, left, made the
presentation with Laker coach Bill Sharman. Phoenix won the
110-109. (AP Wirephoto)

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

1

COME TO

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
-Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
-Country Hams and Steaks
-All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.,7 clays a week
- J.C. GALLIMORE -

›.%

'72 ROAD RACER IN
STREET CLOTHES 4 Developed originally for Yamahas .GP.champions. the newly designed 5-port engine of

the 200 CS5

makes this the most exciting

machine seen in years. AUTOLUBE, big fadefree brakes and Enduro styling lets you feel
;
•
S.

the thrills of the race Circuit, in street clothes.
PUT) IT TO THE TEST!
only 168900

YAMAHA ,Oilh

Murray Park Men's
Basketball Standings
Eastern Division

Team
Willie Perry
Jones & Barnett
Hardin's
Faculty 5+2
Lax's Losers
Yellow Submarine
Bank of Benton
Burheen's
Faxon Cougars
Hobb's Patriots
y's Cougars

W L
5
4 -o3 1
22
23
1 4
13
14

• Western Division
W L
earn
5 0
Astro Car Wash
4 1
Dexter Eagles
4 1
Stall's
3 2
Towery
2 3
Ledger &Times
2 3
Brames
2 3
Parker Ford
0 5
Fire Fieters
Windsor Swishers
glanion's

816 Coldwater Rd.

Phone 75

resiimen Lose, Eighth
Graders Win Last Night

By BERTIMENTHAL
Associated Press Sports Writer
College basketball fans in
Beaumont, Tex. had to be confused.
They were rooting for La
... and they were getting beaten by Lamar.
The Beaumont crowd, cheering every point by its hometown team, Lamar University,
watched wistfully llursday
night as Southwestern Louisiana's Dwight Lamar, the nation's leading scorer,--fired in 51
points, propelling the Begin'
Cajuns to a 119-106 victory over
the Cardinals.
The triumph enabled the 12th
ranked Ragin' Cajuns to clinch
at least a tie for the Southland
Conference title with an 8;0
record. They are 19-2 over-all.
and making a strong bid for an
independent berth in the NCAA_
tournament or a spot in the National Invitation Tournament.
Southwestern Louisiana trailed by as many as 13 points in
the first half, before pulling
ahead 52-48 at intermission. But
the Begin' Cajuns fell behind
again in the second half and
didn't go ahead for good until
one minute remained, when Lamar hit a 25-foot shot.
Sophomore center Roy Ebron
_added 26 points for USL. Mike_
Hughes scored 30 for Lamar
University.
Meanwhile, 18th
ranked
Memphis State gained a tie
with idle St. Louis for second
place in the Missouri Valley
Conference, downing Bradley
70-59 for its seventh league vic-

BOWLING
STANDINGS
KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League
Team
All Jersey
53 27
Mutual Of Omaha
•
51 29
Jerry's
50 30
Fenton 8 Hodge
1
2
47/
1
2 32/
Caesar's
1
2
66/
1
2 33/
Moose Lodge No 2
44 36
Winchester Printing
44 36
41 39
Corvette Lanes
39 41
Lindsey's
Palace Drive Inn
34 46
Colonial Bread
33 47
State Farm
1
2
32/
1
2 47/
Murray Auto Parts
25 SS
Moose Lodge No. 1
191
/
2 60/
1
2
High Team Game (SC)
934
Caesar's
918
Jerry's
All Jersey
909
High Team Game IF4C)
Caesar's .
1057
Jerry's
1017
Mutual of Omaha
1001
High Team Series (Sc)
All Jersey
26,
75
2614
Mutual of Omaha
Caesar's
2593
High Tem SerinTHC)
Caesar's
2962
All Jersey
2945
2944
Mutual of Omaha
High Ind. Game (SC)
Dave Folley
239
Jim Washer
233
226
Jeff Heher
High Ind Game (NCI
Dave Folley
269
249
Jim Washer
244
Jeff Heher
. High Ind. Series (SC)
Steve Seltzer
608
592
Jeff Heher
571
Dave Bradford
High Ind. Series (HC)
Steve Seltzer
659
Dave Polley
654
Jeff Hefter
646
High Averages
184
Dennis Goodwin
T.C. Hargrove
182
181
Dan Jones
Lyman Dixon
I79
179
Don Abel
177
Steve Seltzer

MANILA ENTERED
Gen. of the Army Douglas
Arthur's troops
Manila on Feb. 5, 1945.
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Wildcajs-OutTo-Avenge
Earlier SEC Losses In
Weekend Basketball Play

By 1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Travis Grant poured in 32
The Kentucky Wildcats
points to lead Kentucky State to return to the friendly confines of
a 100-67 college basketball vic- Memorial
Coliseum
this
tory over Union Wednesday weekend after a more than twonight.
week absence, which saw them
By MIKE BRANDON
I center Phil Miller chipped in
In other college action, Pike- increase their Southeastern
Ledger & Times Sportswriter with eight.
- - - ville took a 73-61 victory over Conference leading record to 10The Murray High Freshman
Reed's crew jumped
Clinch Valley of Virginia and 2.
team and the
eighth grade to a 23-4 first period lead and Cumberland defeated GeorgeThe Wildcats, 16-4 overall,
Middle Schoolers wrapped up coasted for their eighth victory town 82-71.
will be intent on avenging their
their season last night by in 12 outings. Against eighth
Only one Kentucky college
splitting two contests with the grade competition, the Tigers basketball game is scheduled only conference losses of the
Farmington Wildcats. The have won six, and lost only two. for tonight as David Lipscomb season when they meet Florida
-.atirristi:Saturdai, tutd Georgia
freshmen of John Hina topped
Bob Wilder paced the scoring visits Centre.
at 8 p.m. Monday.
.41.33 tilt to the outstanding with 18 points while Robbie
Kentucky State's runaway -- The Gaters won a---squeakerN
yearlings of Farmington while Hibbard chipped in with 11.
victory over Union came as 72-70, at Gainesville, and
the Tiger eighth graders
SCORING
Sam Sibert and Jerry Tafford Georgia beat the Wildcats, 85romped to a 66-18 win over their
Fresh (33)-McCuiston 9, added 19 points apiece to
guests.
Miller 8, Ferguson 5, Alexander Grant's 32. Sibert led all re- 73, at Athens.
The Wildcat wins over
Murray's frosh team trailed 3, Barnett 6, Witherington 2.
bounders with 31.
Mississippi,
90-82,
and
only 20-16 at halftime but a 17
Eight 66-Boone 9, Frank 6,
High scorer for Union was Mississippi State, 63-55, brought
point outburst by Farmington Wilder 18, Adams 2, Harrison 5, Bill Swafford with M.
their winning streak to eight,
in the third frame put the game Robertson 2, Williams 4, Tabera
Kentucky State is now. 1744 two more than last year's
.Otit of reach for Murray. Dalt 3 Thurmond 4, Hibbard 11
Union is 14-14.
power...packed team could_
McCui.lton led the. Tigers_.in
Grogan,
•
_ - Wallace - Mon 1)uinped-its-25. mtIster.
'
-1scoring with nine points while Doug.
points to lead Pikeville to a 73The Cats' play at Ole Miss and
61 victory over visiting Clinch State was distinguished with
Valley. Pikeville led 39-26 at clutch shooting from the field
the half.
and a return of their free-throw
Top scorer for Virginia was shooting eye, which had gone
John Tull with 19 points.
sour against Vanderbilt and
Cumberland defeated George- Auburn.
town 82-71, as four players
The game at State developed
scored in double figures.
into a tight defensive struggle
winners were led
The No. 9 team, Long Beach
which saw the Wildcats attempt
tory in_nine games. The Tigers,
State,
Wy 45 fieIcrgoals, six above the
subdued
San
Jose
State.
winners of 11 of their last 12
Tom
Jensen and Larry Hurt ,record low 39 set against
games and 16-5 over-all were 88-51.
with 19 each, and Melvin Har- Georgia in 1967.
The victory enabled Long
led by Larry Finch's 28 points,
ris with 18.
Beach State to move back into
The Mississippi trip brought
24 in the first half.
John Owen paced Georgetown to light another streak
first
place
in
the
Pacific Coast
Bradley tried a first-half
with 22 points, and Mike Cal- developing when 5-foot-10
slowdown, which surprised Athletic Association race. houn added 20.
sophomore guard Ronnie Lyons
Chuck
Terry
the
topped
49ers
Memphis State Coach Gene
Cumberland is now 17-11, of Maysville, Ky., went eightwith 26 points.
Bartow.
Georgetown 17-7.
for-eight at the free throw dine.
In other major games: Steve
"They beat us by 20 points up
The diminutive Lyons has hit 22
35
Bracey's
points
and
Jim
there ( Peoria, Ill.) and come in
Rangers To Hold Session straight and is closing in on the
here (Memphis) and stall," Clesson's 28 paced Tulsa to a
POMPANO BEACH, Fla. record 27 set by Louie Dampier
said Bartow. "That's hard to 95-87 triumph over West Texas;
figure. I know Coach Foe Sto- Bob Davis' career high 31 ( AP) - The Texas Rangers in 1966-67. Dampier's record
well knows his personnel and points and 36 rebounds helped hold their first official Ameri- was set in six games, while
did what he thought he had to Big Sky Conference leader We- can League practice sesion to- Lyons' streak encompasses
her State beat Montana State day with pitchers and catchers eight games.
do to win."
68-53; Dwight Davis had 30 reporting to Manager Ted WilLyons' 89.7 free throw perpoints and 13 rebounds as Hous- liams, who moved with the club centage is surpassed in the SEC
ton whipped Centenary 93-82; from Washington to Arlington, only by Dave Rhodes' 90.6 per
cent. The Ole Miss eager hit 10George Washington's Ron Nunn Tex.
scored 14 points for a career toFive players, including slugg- 10 against Kentucky to jump
tal of 1,001 as GW walloped ing outfielder Frank Howard, from a tie for third place.
Rochester 110-77, and Bob Sher- remained unsigned with the inFlorida's early season sucwin's 36 points sparked Army fielders and outfielders due in cess took a nose dive when top
to a 76-72 decision over Seton uniform for their first workout scorer Tony Miller 24.81, a 6-1
junior guard broke a finger and
By BOB GREEN
. Hall.
Feb. 23rd.
Associated Press Golf Wrmr „ PHOENIX, Ariz, (API' Paul Moran, who has had nothing but problems on the pro
golf tour, gets a break today in
the second round of the $125,000
Phoenix Open Golf Tournament-he gets to play on the
same course again.
"I had real good first rounds
in both the Crosby and the
.HogierriM SlOcky,
Moran said Thursday after his
five-under-par 66 gave him a
share of the first-round lead.
"Then they switch me around
on a different track, and maybe
with different partners and I
don't know what I'm doing and
I missed the cut both times.
"At least, this time, I'll know
where I am and what I'm
doing."
The format for the Bing Crosby National Pro-Am and the
Bob Hope Desert Classic call
for the players to compete over
three or four different courses
for the first three or four days.
Moran was among the firstround leaders in both of those,
before fading back and failing
to qualify for the final round.
Moran, who has never come
close to winning a major event
in his three years on the pro
tour, won only $10,971 last year
and $4,969 the year before, less
than expenses. He had to qualify Monday to get into this tournament.
He was tied for the lead with
chunky Jimmy Jamieson, also
seeking his first tour title, and
lean Dale Douglass, a 10-year
tour veteran. Douglass, who
.to .have. a-- liking for
desert layouts, won on the
same, 6,641-yard, par 71 Phoenix Country Club course two
years ago and missed the title
in 'Tucson by a single stroke
last season.
Just one stroke back of the
leading trio was a group of seven tied at 67. They were Gene
Littler, Bob Goalby, Australian
Bruce Devlin, Fred Marti,
Chuck Courtney, Jerry Heard
and Richard Karl.
Jim Wiechers, Ron Cerrudo,
Larry Wood, Babe Hiskey and
George Boutell followed at 69
as 38 players in the field scored
70 or better on the friendly
little layout.
Some of the top names had
their problems. George Archer
and Billy Casper, among the
pretourney favorites, were well
back in the pack at 73. Defend-

'Lamar-Defeats 'Lamar' In
College Action Thursday Night

It's a better machine • 11111p-

H8tH Cycle Shop

Kentucky Rolls
Over Union In
College Action
ir

h6=.•=6=•=6=6='="=4

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
(AP -"Every time I race
past that spot," said stock car
hero Bobby Allison, "I'll remember it ... that's where my
pal Friday Hassler got it."
Allison began to choke.
"Friday and me began
knocking around race tracks in
1959," he said. "Sure, our business is risky. Sometimes, folks
get killed. But you never get
used to it."
Hassler,a 36-year-old Tennessean with four sons, was
smashed to death in one of
Thursday's 125-mile qualifying
--Tice for Sunday's $178,000 Daytona 500.
His wife, Joannie, was amid
the horrified crowd of 40,000.
A blowout on the Dodge driven by David Boggs of Morrisville, N.C., triggered a deadly
chain reaction that gobbled up
_Hassler's car and a dozen
more.
. .
Allison buzzed to victory in
the afternoon's second 125miler, but said, "I was thinking
about ole Friday, especially
when I raced past the spot
where he was killed. I was winning, but I felt sick inside."
Bobby Isaac captured the
event that claimed Hassler's
life, covering 50 laps at the
slowed-down speed al IV miles
an houf.-
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Moran- To Get
Break Today
In Phoenix

missed eight games, including
the Kentucky game. Miller is
back and the Gators'8-10 season
record is not indicative of their
true strength. Although the
Cators' 3-9 SEC ledger
eliminates them from the.......
conference race, remaining
games at Kentucky, Tennessee
and Alabama could keep them
in the limelight.
Second place Tennessee, 9-2,
and third place Alabama, 7-3,
continue ito apply pressure to
front-runding Kentucky,- and
the weekend of Feb, 26-28 looms
big, as the Tide hosts the
Volunteers and
Wildcats in
what could be the big
showdown.
Georgia, which gave Kentucky its only decisive loss of
the year, is 10-9 over-all, and 6-6
An the SEC. The Bulldogs'
Hoe.-1111*--and Johrr
Fraley (20.5) are second and
fifth in SEC scoring. The Dogs'
6-8 center, Tim Bassett, leads
the league in rebounding with
12.5 per game.
The Wildcats' 6-11 junior
center Jim Andrews of
Charlestown, W. Va., leads
Kentucky in scoring (21.6).
ing (II.1) and field
I percentage-OW.Senior 6-,
7 All-SEC forward Tom Parker
of C011insville, Ill., is second in
scoring (18.2), rebounding
(103) and assists (47).
Kentucky closes out its
February schedule with games
at L.SU (TV) Feb. 26, and
Alabama, Feb. 28. They return
to Lexington for their home
final against Auburn, Mar. 6,
and close
out the regular
season at Tennessee, Mar. 9.
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Something New
...A Private Catering Service
For Murray!!

Operated by Jennie and Nes Nesbitt, who have a
Wide background in the restaurant and catering business.

"QUIC3
()WEENIE
SALIN S;
EZU511..IN
Pi LEI

ilelax-trgoy yourself and Leave the
Be the Hostess

with the Mostest

"GEE NrAi

You Name It ... We'll Prepare It!!

15m. I ivE
RI
Fok Ye!
ptSH SA
A

We can fix the Fanciest Salads
the Juciest Steakt'
the Freshest Shrimp
Whatever You Desire ....Call Us

Let us make your occasion complete by using our expert catering service.
We think of everything! All you do is relax and enjoy yourself.

II
nwHAT A
Pl.korf2--)
CANGO•,
T1ME.)••

JENNIE and NES

Private Catering Service
Phone 753-7382
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--Racers S
Have—
Something To- Say About
Who Wins The Conference Knicks Romp Over
Murray State, most likely
eliminated from the Ohio Valley
Conference race after losses at
Eastern
Kentucky
and
Morehead last weekend, may
still have something to say
about svho will be champion.
East Tennessee, 4-5 in the
league and still in contention for
the title will be in Murray
Saturday, and Tennessee
Tech,6-3 and tied for first_place.
will be-ffi tilir Monday. Both
beat the Racers earlier, —_by
—4-points, and Tech by
East split a pair of OVC

game,

Tennessee Tech, Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead—leaders in the Ohio Valley Conference basketball race—hit the
road Saturday night as the OVC
title chase nears the homestretch.
Tech isat Austin Peay,
on at Western Kentucky and
Morehead at Middle Tennessee.
East Tennessee is at Murray in
the other conference clash.
The leaders take 6-3 records
into their games. They'll have
four left after Satuiday night.
Western Coach Jim Richards
said "Eastern simply played a
fine game against us up there,
and we'll have to be at our best
to have a chance against them
down here." Eastern won in
Richmond earlier this month
96-78.
'They have
league's finest players in
George Bryant and Charlie Mitchell and their big center, Dan
Argabright, really hurt us in
the game up there," Richards
added. His Hilltoppers are 4-5
in the OVC.
Austin Peay, which has lost
eight straight games will seek
to spoil Tech's efforts toward
the OW titles
Morehead Coach BM Harrell,
meanwhile, said his Eagles can
win the conference although it
will be tough with four road
games left.
"We can't afford more than
one loss the rest of the year
and still hope to have chance,"
Harrell said.
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ABA
East Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Kentucky
48 12 .800 —
Virginia
37 26 .587 12/
1
2
"WELL;WOE'S
New York
28 33 .459 201
/
2
NO 1AF...e
25 37 .403 24
Be GRef.01.,, Carolina
FIERE • j Floridians
24 37 .393 241
/
2
Pittsburgh
21 39 .350 27
West Division
43 20 .683
Indiana
35 26 .524 7
Dallas
30 34 469 13,-2
• Denver
24 37 .393 18
Memphis
23 37 .383 181
/
2
Thursday's Results
t
dIlpir.1
Carolina 145, Virginia 122
tow el'on;
'
Only game scheduled
Adita!•
Of-4 1
Friday's Games
4p=1:
Floridians at New York
AEI.
Memphis.at Pittsburgh
. illij
‘d
k4
,11
_Hentucky vs. Carolina at
•
-Greensboro
Only games scheduled
Saturday's Games
"DROP AtiC.HOR
Memphis vs. Virginia at
AT WE Butail
QUEEN Mc'
Hampton
•
vPON
Floridiarrs at Kentucky
My Fli-CrS.
ZERIN
Indiana at Dallas
'IA
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh
at Denver, afterBURG'Mat Mts
noon
New Yo* vs. Floridians at
Tampa. • —
Carolina at Kentucky
UTNE IBAST
Indiana at Memphis
A IIMGRI Se-Av°G'Ht..6•‘‘
.--Only games scheduled
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SEATTLE (AP) — The eraging 26.8 points and 14
Seattle SuperSonics of the Na- rebounds a game for the Coutional Basketball Association, gars, declined to outline his
already enriched by one player reasons for quitting the ABA
who jumped from the rival club.
ABA,apparently are richer still
The Sonics would say only
fr
Friday with the addition of an- that he signed a siz-year pact.
other jumper, 7-foot rookie Jim No other contract details were
than 20 points early in the third
McDaniels.
announced.
‘n
I
8-hok
trek
can
take a lot out of a little boy. When the round if
quarter," said Holtzman, "so I
But a spokesman for the
McDaniels joined Spencer
over fuer-Raaket.
joinsJicau,--arlat.-LIPGA pro golfer Judy-decided I had better start gamCarolina Cougars of the Ameri- Haywood as the second man to
Rankin, and Dad for refreshments. Judy likes to have her husbands
bling or else it was all over."
"Yippie" -and four-year-old son along when she competes in
can Basketball Association, jump from the ABA to Seattle.
Holtzman's.. gamble was to
tournaments.
from whom McDaniels fled, Haywood, an all-star forward,
sacrifice the height for a
said the team "wouldn't be too emigrated to Seattle from Denspeedy defense. He pulled Bill
surprised if we remedied the ver last year.
Bradley from his forward posisituation."The Cougars took the
The Cougars went to court in
tion and substituted Dean
first legal steps towards that Los Angeles, asking $1 million
Meminger giving the Knicks
remedy with a suit filed in Los damages and an order stopping
three guards on the floor, inAngeles against an attorney.
Los Angeles attorney Al Ross
cluding Walt Frazier and Earl
The situation also roped in from allegedly interfering with
Monroe.
Knowing yow-Tangly.4a.Isappy. of his country and being spoiled by
McDaniels' alma mater, West- McDaniels.
"We had to gamble and play
healthy and' all in one place is some of the---top-namt%s in ladies ern Kentucky University, which
The Cougar suit contends the
the Bulls tight," Holtzman important to peace of mind. Peace professional golf - and loving every said it had no reason to believe former Western Kentucky
star
added, "and not give them any ot blind contributes to the ability minute of it.
McDaniels signed a pro con- first signed with the ABA club
to
concentrate.
And
tournament
good shots. We decided to take
"Last year Tuey was
tract while still playing colic- in November 1970. The six-year
golf requires-intense concentration. disappointed that he didn'tterribly
get to
a lot of long shots and hope
So Judy Rankin, one of the the Sealy Classic at Lass Vegas with mate basketball.
contract was for $1,357,000 in
that Dave DeBusschere and lowest scoring women on the
McDaniels, meanwhile, was salary and a $50,000 bonus, with
La- all it's celebrity. yers. He neatenJerry Lucas waukilaita..care_td—Ase.s
over 25
Ms --4w be on the basketball court the -salary'to
circuit, takes
any rebounds."—
r ree-year-o son favorite. But W7
'
vatched
—
it on TV, for the Sonics tonight when years.
The gamble paid off. DeBuss- "Tuey". along to most of her tour- which only strengthened his desire they contest Golden State for
The suit also contends
chere sand Lucas combined to _ naments. per husband oftenAraviTS to saume..to- this year's tournament second place in the NBA Pacif- McDaniels wanted to renegowith her too.
in' May - and there is a good ic Division.
haul down 26 shots from the
The big center was tiate the contract to spread the
They, who was four Nil Februboards, half the home team's ary 7, -realty loves the tont," his chance he will be there."
not expected to play against the salary over 15 years with an
the
Tuey
though,
is
now,
Right
total for the night, while hold- Mom says. "He's adjusted 'pretty
darling of the LPGA and one of its Warriors, but player-coach Len- additional $50,000 for aggravaing the Bulls' offense to 11 well and is happy to be with us. Iii most consistent fans. Last year ny Wilkens said McDaniels like- tion.
thought
he'd
be
happier
at
home,
points in the fourth quarter.
That suit spurred Western
I'd make some other arrangements Judy played 19 of the tour's 21 ly would see action Sunday
The game was tied at 90-all _somehow."
tourneys, with Tuey present at against Portland.
Kentucky Officials to issue a
•
SWItopet_to keep
of regulation and the -,-- There -has--been-twilrartiraillf _Mast.Asf
hte.Dankds, who has been ass-- statement they had no reason
two teams played on even with They on the tour so far. It was up the pace until Tuey starts
to believe McDaniels signed the
school:
term's
- throughout most of the -in Kansas Citytwo years ay.
pro contract while still playing
As for Tuey he's hoping all his
"Tuey
had
been
sick
during
overtime period.
for them.
(arid
friends
14s
on
mom)
see
him
most
of
the
night
and
finally
was
With 25 seconds remaining,
feeling better
6 a.m. My TV during the Sealy LPGA classic,
and the score knotted again at husband hadn't about
been able to come May 6-7.
98-98, DeBus..schere hit a short , to the tournament and I had arjumper to put the Knicks in the ranged to take Tuey to a nursery
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) —
lead for good. A free throw by that day. So I took him and got to
Flashing Socks, despiV a slopthe Bulls and two by New the golf course for the 8 a.m. tee Games Scheduled
py track Thursday night,
York's Dick Barnett ended the time. Tuey wasn't terribly sick, but
HEIDELBERG,
I think he was scared...n.Germany jumped off to a quick lead and
scoring.
"1 got a doctor- to send a pre- (AP) — The 21st annual Para- won the featured $2,300 eighth
Kareem Abdul Jabbar poured scription over to the nursery, but 1. plegic
Olympic Games have race at Latonia by eight
in 34 points and grabbed 14 was still worried."
been scheduled Aug. 1-10 at lengths, covering the five-and
-Then a nice woman whom I Heidelberg
rebounds to power the Bucks
The
Murray
Women's
University with 1,- one-half furlongs in 1:08 2-5.
past the Royals. Milwaukee met at the golf cOurse offered to 000 participants from 44
Bowling
Association
will
hold a
nations
The winner paid $5, $3.40 and
jumped off to a 30•22 first peri- get ham. She brought him back and expected, the German Federfour-day tournament this
between us WE-ParrICE111111Watutit
Love
second
was
for
od lead, moved ahead 59-43 at the course."
ation of Disabled Athletes an- $4.60 and $3.60 and Hustlin weekend and next weekend.
the half, then coasted home.
Saturday
"Thanks to her and three very nounced Thursday.
and
Sunday,
Luke, third for $7.60.
Lucius Allen added 23 points understanding partners, the six of
February 19 and 20, will feature
The men and women particiHoney
Be
Fast
and
Amobastfor the Bucks and Bob Dan- us managed to get around the pants, most of whom
are con- ing, 6-6, paid $165.20 in the team competition at Corvette
.
dridge had 18. Nate Archibald course."
Lanes of Murray. Next
to wheel chairs, will com- daily double. The quinella
in
led Cincinnati with 30 points,
"1 didn't—play very well that pete for gold, silver and bronze
weekend, February 26 and /7,
the
ninth
race
was
worth
while centers Sam Lacey and day. I was cInse to tears and didn't medals in basketball,
will feature doubles and singles
fencing,
$880.50 with Nydage first, and
Jim Fox netted 16 apiece. It exactly "feel like a mother of this archery, weightlifting, shot
competition.
put, Meet The Fleet second.
was Cincinnati's seventh year. But Tuey was all right and javelin, table tennis and
Starting time for all four days
swimeverything werkod-ein." - - - The
crowd
of
5,934
wagered
&eight loss.
Tuey is seeing earnest every part ming.
will
be 2:00 p.m.
$488,687.
The Cougars, winning their
third game in; four outings
since rookie center
Jim
McDaniels jumped the club,
broke the game open by outscoring Virginia 18-4 in one
surge during the first quarter.
Joe Caldwell and Stew Johnson scored 28 points apiece for
Carolina. Johnson and rookie
sharing
Tom
Ownes,
McDaniels' accustomed pivot
spot, combined for 40 points
and 25 rebounds.

Chicago Thursday

011C Leaders
Travel Over
--The-Neekend

Olkit411,

games last weekend, beating
Western Kentucky and losing to
Middle Tennessee. Tech beat
both Western arid Middle.
Racer Coach Cal Luther is
CHICAGO(AP) — If that old
concerned for his team's adage holds true—"It's not
morale after the Eastern and whether you win or lose but
Morehead losses but he said the how you play the game"—then
team had come back from the New York KIIICkS had the
disappointments and
bad best of both ends of it Thursday
breaks all season and he felt night against the Chicago Bulls.
they would again.
The Knicks won, 102-99, and
Luther said his team played how they played the game was
30 minutes of great basketball the whole story.
at Eastern before faltering and
In the only other MBA
letting Eastern come from Milwaukee routed Cincinnati,
behind and win."We had really 111-97, while in the only Ameripointed for that game," he said, can Basketball Association
"and I think our losing it, game of the night, Carolina
particularly the way we lost it, whipped Virginia 145-122.
hurt us at Morehead. They
With some courtside gamplayed a fine game and their bling from coach Red Holtzshooting in the first half was man, the Knicks boomed back
awesome."
from a 23-point deficit to win
Les Taylor had fine aWildve the game with only 25 seconds
performances in both games, showing on the clock in an
scoring 25 at Eastern and 29 at overtime period.
Morehead. Marcelous Starks
"We were losing by more
had perhaps his best effort of
the season at Morehead with 18
points and 18 rebounds.
Taylor is leading scorer for
the Racers and in the OVC with
24.8 point/ a lame: Ron
Williaiiis'ibis &AwakedMilk Bill Mancini-HA—
and Steve Barrett 8.0. Starks is
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Murray's leading rebounder
NBA
and third in the league with 11.2
EASTERN CONFERENCE
a game.
Atlantic Division
The Racers continue to lead
W. L. Pct. G.B.
the OVC in field goal shooting
44 20 .688
with a percentage of 50.2 per- Bostoa
39 23 .629 4
cent and have averaged 77.4 New York
Philadelphia
24 38 .387 19
points and 42.4 rebounds to their
Buffalo
17 44 .279 251
/
2
opponents' 71.0 and 37.0.
Central Division
The Racer freshmen, 13-4 for
Baltimore
25 35 .417 7-the Season after a 114-85 win
Atlanta
24 38 .387. ,Z
over the Kentucky Wesleyan
18 43 .295 7%
jimior.. varsity last Saturday. Cincinnati
17 46.270 0%
will play the Martin Oilers 4-Cleveland
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Saturday and the UT-Martin
Midwest Division
freshmen Monday.
51 13 .797 —
The freshmen games will Milwaukee
44 19 .698 61
/
2
begin at 5:30 p.m., the varsity Chicago
Phoenix
39 25 .609 12
games at 7:38.
Detroit
22 40 .355 28
Pacific Division
Loucks Named Coach
Los Angeles
51 9 .850 —
.NEW YORK (AP) — Dean Golden St -- 38 24 .613 1+
Loucks was named head foot- Seattle
38 25 .603 14%
ball coach at Fordham Univer- Houston _
24 39 .381 281
/
2
sity Thursday. He replaces'Jim Portland
15 49 .234 38
Lansing, who held the post sevThursday's Results
en years before resigning TuesMilwaukee 111, Cincinnati 97
day.
New York 102, Chicago 99,
Loucks, 36, played quarterOnly games scheduled
back for Yale 1953-57. He most
Friday's Games
recently was the defensive
_Houston at Buffalo
coach at Iona College for two
Cincinnati at Cleveland
years.
Chicago at Detroit
Atlanta at Baltimore
Philadelphia at Milwaukee
pismes.
Goop
my
Boston at Phoeni
Go?"
Portland at Los ngeles
Golden State at Seattle
0
Saturday's Games
Cleveland at Cincinnati
0
Buffalo at New York
Baltimore at Philadelphia
.0
Milwaukee at Chicago
0
Los Angeles at Portland
Boston vs. Golden State at
Oakland
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
Phoenix at Detrctt, afternoon
Chicago at Milwaukee, afternoon, national TV
Cincinnati at Atlanta
New York at Cleveland
Boston at Los Angeles
Portland at Seattle
Only games scheduled

Carolina To figitt
Loss Of McDaniels

ts-

Golf-is Family-Affair To
LPGA'er Jay Rankin

Flashing Socks
Wins at Latonia

Bowling
Tournament
To Be Held

4 1,4

Wilhelm
To Return
By TOM EMORY
Associated Press Sports Writer
A knucklehall can be a pitcher's trademark—but with Hoyt
Wilhelm, it's more of a career
The 48-year-old right-hander
has spent his 30-year baseball
career baffling opposing hatters
with his smooth deliver of the
herky-jerky pitch. He gave notice that he's coming back for
season No. 31 when he returned
his contract to the Los Angeles
Dodgers Thursday.
Wilhelm entered baseball in
1942, before 28 players on the
Dodgers' spring training roster
were born. He made the major
leagues in 1952 with the New
York Giants. In the intervening
years he's pitched for the St.
Louis Cardinals, Cleveland,
Baltimore, Chicago White Sox,
California, Atlanta and Chicago
Cubs.
Along the way -TWICrnick"
has set a number of records
with his longevity including
most appearances by a pitcher,
1,054. But he also hurled a nohitter in 1958, at the age of 35,
and he has a career earned run
average of 2.50, a major league
record.
Steve Blass, the Pittsblirgh
hurler who beat the Baltithore
Orioles twice in the 1971 World
Series, has signed his 1972 cobIract and participated in team
workouts Thursday.
Blass, a 29-year-old right-hander, was 15-8 last season
with a 2.85 ERA.
Among the National League
players signed Thursday were,
third baseman Ron Cey, outfielder Willie Crawford, pitcher
Sandy Vance and catcher Steve
Yeager, Dodgers; pitcher. Billy
Wilson, Philadelphia; outfielder
Bobby Bonds, San Francisco;
and pitcher Ernie MCAnally,
Montreal.
-

It's Extraordinary What We
Can Do 'For You If You Let Us!!

Bright and early each morning the Extraordinary Bank
opens for another day of minding your business.

We tailor our money to fit your needs, whether it be for a
rand new home or improvements on your present one.

In the course of an extraordinary day we put a lot of
people on the road ahead with an extrAUTOnary loan. We
give a great number of people personal loans for reasons
we won't mention.

These are a few of the extraordinary things we do in the
course of a day. in a style that makes everything extraordinary for you.

Our CaoodFortiine Tellers keep busy depositing deposits,
opening new accounts and helping Johnny with his
Christmas Club; they tell you how Billdozer checking
accounts work and help your wife choose the right color
and pattern checkbook for her needs.

The Extraordinary Bank
to prove a big point.

doing all the little necessities

It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us.

The FAiraorilinar) Rank .
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PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY. KY.
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Three Convenient Locations
Main Branch

South Branch

500 Main

12th & Story

id
4

16
0,

North Branch
12th & Chestnut
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School
Lesson
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Discrimination
Against MeititrMortality Rates

NEW YORK, N.Y.—Is there
sex discrimination in death?
There very well may be, according to statisticians.
•
•
—1k-De.11:C. Chiles
In a recently released study,
the statisticians point out that
THE DEATH THAT GIVES LIFE
men in the United States are
subject to greater mortality
Luke 23:39-53
Christ was crucified on a cross on a skull-shaped hill than women at every stage of
overlooking the city of Jerusalem in order that He might bring us life. The current sex difto God. Two others, who were malefactors and participants in ferentials in mortality are
crinne, were crucified with Christ. The malefactors had broken wider than ever before, for
the laws of the land and sinned against God, and were suffering while male deaths rates have
the consequences thereof. These criminals were crucified with changed little since the midChrist, the Guiltless One, in an effort to dishonor Him. When the 1950s, female death rates have
enemies of Christ saw Him lifted up on His cross between the two continued tsi- decline- -at most
robbers they exulted greatly. The rulers of the people seized their ages.
.
opportunity to taunt, revile and ridicule Him in His dying agony.
During the first two decades
At first, both of these robbers showed the baseness of their of the century, the age adjusted
character by reviling Christ. As the day wore along, one of them rate of death for white males
observed the wondrous bearing of the Saviour and listened to the was only about 10 percent
matchless words which fell from His lips. The perfect innocence higher than that for white
of Christ touched the robber very deeply. He ceased to rail at females. By 1970, however, the
Him, and a new look caziie over his distorted features, while the age adjusted male death rate
_ .other roticibe
rrise
vventm
asthctor
ervi
eviling
Meanwhile,
over
Chris
thte.iz
Meai
avi
to his partner in had risen to 175 percent of that
ew
.
crime, this robber said: "Dost not thou fear God, seeing thou art for women. The comparable
in the.same _condemnation? And we_indeeellustly; for we receive rates for nonwhites...increased
the due reward of our deeds: but this man bath done nothing from 106 percent in 1900 to 163
amiss." Thus he acknowledged his guilt and the justiceof his percent in 1970.
punishment.
The sex differentials in
This penitent robber acknowledged that he had sinned, con- mortality from the principal
fessed that he deserved to suffer for his sins, repented of his sins, causes of death vary markedly
and accepted Christ as his Saviour. When this ruffian cast himself because women are endowed
upon the mercy of the Lord and received Christ, he was happily
with advantages in resisting
forgiven and gloriously saved by Him. His prayer, "Lord, most common diseases
and
remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom," was a men are exposed
to greater
marvelous expression.of faith in the person, power and rnercy_of -environmental hazards
due to
Christ. Our Lord gave ldixt Ihtblessed assurance of the fact Qt. -Abair occupations
and behavior.
He had saved him in the words,"Today shalt thou be with me in
e differentials in mortality
paradise." Regardless of what anybody may say to the contrary,
changed least among
that dying robber was saved by grace through faith in Christ',
infants and aged persons, while
apart from any ordinance or works. This contrite robber went
the most pronounced relative
from the CTOSS to Paradise, whereas the calloused one went from
increase in male death rates
the cross to Perdition.
occurred among teen-agers and
It is extremely difficult for us to understat‘low anyone could
young adults—at ages 15-24 and
treat Christ as those did who were around and near the cross. And
25-34.
yet, we must not forget that those who reject Christ today,
In 1968, at the preschool ages
spurning His willingness and longing to save them from hell and
there was only a slight disparity
take them to heaven, are just as guilty as those mockers at the
in . mortality rates by sex, but
cross. They, too, absolutely refuse to accept Him as their
this disparity widened rapidly
Saviour, and that after having received much additional inwith advance in age. At ages 5formation.
14
the death rate for boys was
For three hours after His crucifix* art_ et was exposed to the
fierce rays of the sun. At noon there came a three-hour period of • about three-fifths greater than
of the girls.
—
supernatural darkness which extended over the whole lanT What
It was in the 15-24 age group
went on during those hours of impenetrable and mysterious
darkness only Deity knows. Christ died at three o'clock in the that the greatest sex difafternoon, thus ending for Him not only pain and agony, but also ferentials in mortality occurred
1278 percent among whites and
insult and outrage.
-I
We should cherish the last words spoken by our Saviour from 261 percenT among nonwhites
the cross, Luke, writing as directed by the Holy _Spirit, took resulting primarily from &specialcare to tell us that Christ's last cry from the cross was not higher accidental death rateprincipally
from
motor
in subdued tones, but with a loud and triumphant voice He spoke
gid made known that He was laving down His life willingly. When vehicles—among males. AcLord cried with a loud voice, "Father, into thy hands I cording to the statisticians twoikmmend my spirit," He was in possession of all His powers, and thirds of the deaths among
males and well over two-fifths
of His own accord was giving up His life for our salvation.
among females in this age
These words of committal, which our Lord spoke just before He group were due to accidents. In
died, have been cherished by His followers through the centuries. addition to accidental deaths,
They show us the manner in which death should be met by all of homicide was a major cause of
God's children. Knowing that He was launching into eternity, and death, accounting for some 28
believing that God was able and willing to keep His spirit, without percent of all male deaths and
hesitation or reservation the Saviour committed His spirit into for about 15 percent of all
blis keeping for three days when it would return to His body and female deaths.
zu
_In the 2544 age range, .acJust as certainly as Christ committed His spirit to the Father, cidents and diseases of the
heart were the leading causes of
ought to make a full committal of ourselves to Him. We need
have any fear or anxiety about the safety of that which we death among men in 1968.
't to the Father. The voluntary committal of self into the Together they were responsible
. ds of God for service is the only method by which we may for half the male deaths, but for
accomplish any good in this life. Into God's hands must go all that only a quarter of the female
deaths.
Mortality
from
We are and all that we have.
malignant neoplasms was by
The Roman centurion, who was in charge of the crucifixion of far the leading
category of
Christ, was tremendously impressed by the heroic and majestic
death among women of these
bearing of Christ and by the supernatural accompaniments of His ages,
accounting for nearly
death. Because His death was so different from all others he had
three-tenths of the total death
witnessed, the centurion acknowedged that Christ was the Son of
toll. Among nonwhite females,
clod•
heart diseases figured more
prominently than did malignant
After Christ's atoning work was finished, respect and honor
neoplasms.
dere paid to His body. Thereafter it was touched only by
AT ages 45-64, the 1968
believers. Joseph of Arimathea, a secret disciple of Christ, acted
mortality rate of men was
'
r.ckly
d
i
by going to Pilate and obtaining permission to remove the
double that of women—heart
y of our Lord from the cross and to prepare it for burial. It
disease was responsible for
equently happened that the bodies of criminals were never
three-fifths of this differential.
hurled at all, but were simply taken down from the crosses and
ft for the vultures and the scavenging dogs to consume. Joseph higher death rates from accidents and cancer also conas anxious to prevent that sort of thing from happening in the
tributed significantly to this
pm of Christ, so he obtained the body and placed it in a new
figure.
Aomb.
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& Cotton Prints from Famous Mill. Never before such fine quality
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At ages 65 and over, the male
death rates exceeded that for
females by about two-fifths. The
largest disparity by cause of
death was from
malignant
neoplasms, the mortality from
which was over two-thirds
higher for males than for
females among whites, and
four-fifths higher for males than
for females among nonwhites.
Sizable sex differentials in
mortality were also reported for
influenza and pneumonia, and
for diseases of the heart. Heart
disease, notes the study, was
the leading cause of death in
this age group.
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First quality, full bolts, 45" wide...Finest quality taffetas in a selection of 20 fashion colors now at this ridiculous low,
low price.
Hurry, hurry, this can't last
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LIFT—A show
Stopper at Miamilt Sea.
'
• guariuwr Is Latits the killer whale leaping to touch a ball 23
fest above water surface. Mammal weighs nearly two tons.

Grin and bear it
.
NEW YORK ((Mir— In
a ixonklet for consumers, an
appliance manufacturer • includes tips on positive thinking
alone with advice on bow to
care for and use waking/.
dryers, dishwashers. Thellps
Include this one: "Remember
to
The mahZacturer
didn't say whether this tip
POMP!' in especially handy
when an appliance . breaks
J•
down.

Ill South

204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9 • 5 IM - Th)
9 - 6(Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
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ZiiirERAY, KENTUCKY
Mommk.

Church Of Christ

Baptis

New Providence
Morning Worship
II a m.
Evening Worship
6 30p M.

--- Scotts Grosse
WOrship Service
1100 a.m.
Evening worship ,
7:313p.m

University
M.,rning Worship
'0 30. m.4
Evening Worship
6 00p m

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7 30n m
West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

"Fir Moi pmg Mum is. Ears PE

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.M. •
Evening Worship
5:00 p.m.
SpriniCreek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Methodist

First Christian
10 30 a m .7
Worship Services
pm

Northside
Morning Worship
fl m.
Evening Worship
7g.m.
,•
111Mddll WPM
Morning Warship
11 a.m.
Eveningyigrahig

Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 am,
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6:30p.m

United,310 Ire
Anidely Scheid
Evening WOHM10

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
'Evening Worship
11;-30-11-m •

being the impressions under which I haw,
in obedience to the public summons, repaired to
the present stature, it would be particularly
improper to omit in this first official act
my fervent supplications to that Almighty Being
who rules over the universe, who presides in
the councils of nations, and whose
providential acts Call supply every humad
defect, that His benediction may consecrate to the
‘,
liberties and happiness of the people of the
-United States a government instituted
themselves for these essential purposes,
-and may enable every instrument mini**
Ms its administration to execute with mama tie
functions allotted to his charge."

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
1100

New Mt. Cannel
Morning Worship
11
Evening_ Viorship--440-61.40V,Flint Baptist
11 am.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
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Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worsh i p

11 a.m.
7p.m.
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911+10/001 Buildings
Phone 753-1675
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This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext.641- Call la 004ms-to 733.4419

• St. John's Episcopal
Sunday Scheer
9
10
9.130a
30
5:
mm:
Morning Worship
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
Morning Worship -----W-30-at m
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath Sch001
10:00 ;Ern.
Worship Service
9:30 a m

!

American
Motors

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.
"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 7534448
Five 'POWs

RCA VICTOR
of the Following Businesses'
• -*
--- --- - -- - -

Smiles never go up in
price nor down in value!

Put first things first!
Attend Church

1105 Peeve • !Ai Block E. of S. 12th- Phone 753-1489

ttl 13 R

MAYTAG

E

Phone 753-3713

_404 Maple

Ph. 753-5209

(..,

Stadium Chili
HAMBURGERS

ww4
num.
CHILI

Beal's

Wells Electric

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING
Ph. 7534119

Guy.
Spann
Allied Radio Shack
AMID R4DIOSN4CA

%J.

Residential • Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying • Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
.118 W. Main

.

,
i

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

Real Estate Agency

•

?Sc

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days
Central Shopping Center -- 7514041

Tune-Up IL Carburetor Service

North 4th St.
.`

YOUR UNI-ItoYAL TIRE DEALER

1

Phone 753-1933

Murray, Ky.

Carralire- Service

Wardi-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

'4•
•••*
.
•••••
'•••%.••••• 411
••
•
'.
.0
.
'
41 PS

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11a m7p m____ -

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

9 30a m

Mobile Home Courts
...OAP. .411.•.•II. A..

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

COMMERCIAL

Bible Lecture

Shady Oaks

• *.:
'
:
r!s•Ff•Malm.
ICC*.4*.are*
.•0. .44. .4•.•.4X*.••

621 So. 4th
•••••%..,
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St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8a m ,11am .1 - XI
pm
Saturday Mass
watch,ow
Ch
erristian Science
"p.m.
Worship Service
11 a m.
Jehovah's Witnesici
ses30 a m

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
151 & 2nd Sundays, 1100 a.m.
3rd 8. 4th Sunday, 6: 30 P.m
isi a. 3rd 8. 4th Sunday

0Tr

Boone's Incorporated

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
_
10 a ryt.."

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 1)a.m 1st &
3rd Sundays. 7 p.m. 2nd 8. dith
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. let
& 3rd Sundays.
cm- 211d 111 41t1
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 am 2nd
Sunday, 10:45 a m 4th Sunda,/

Sugar Creek

:
w•
;;
.
:
•
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..•
........:.
..

Temple Hill United

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15 D.m.
Evening Worship

ma&

Other
Denominations

10 is-M•
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Sunday School
First Methodist
Worship
8 45 & 10 50 a m
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a.m

. Later in life, ne reaffirmed his faith in the
wisdom of God by saying: "The will of
Heaven is not to be controverted or
scrutinized by the children of this
world. It therefortbecornetti the creatures
of 11 10 submit to the will of the Creator,
whether it be to prolong or to shorten'
the number of our days, to
bless them in health,kr afflict thee,
with pain."

Morning worship
11 O.M.
Evening worship..
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd Sunday
2:00 P.M.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
Evening Worship
6:11011/A.

Presbyterian

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.'
Sunday School
11 a.m. •
Worship Service
North Plmant Grove
'lila m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship
Service 2'%,•SOMA United
Oak Grove
Worship Services at 11 a.m Is?
loam.
Sunday School.
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 P.m 2nd
Worship Services 11 a m., 7 P.M.
Sunday, L 9.30 am 3rd Sunday
Mount Plesant
Independence United
11 a.m.
Worship services of? p.m. 1St '11. ' Morning Worship
2ndilS:litaany,.Worship
`Everting
3rd Sundays,
.
First Presbyterian xi
.7P
a jm
m:.
9:30 a.m. 4th .Sunday
11 a'rn'
Church SchoolKirksey United
Worship Service
am
10:45
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:00p.M.
eter Undid'
Church School
Thio_10:1111
Worship Service

Ave.
10.shm
7p.m

'- •
-141510041 R At'
• •
Morning Worship
8•111.
Worship ServiC4S 111.m.,7 p.m.
--7-517nciaY
m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.
Calvary Temple'
Sunday School
Kirtsey Baptist
Worship
Services
11 e.M7811
., 770
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
pm
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Second Street-Morning Worship • Ila.m.
Evening Worship
3 P.m.
Friendship
10:00a.m.
Sunday SCh0O1
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worshio

SeerM PleesM Greve
Morning Worship
1015 am
Evening Worship
6 P.m.
Geed Sheolierd United
Worship Service
9 30 a rn.
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30 a.m 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 am
3rd
&PIGMY, S. 4 P.m. 41±__3uodait.

This Pram
for tat Salon

Pentecostal

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10 IS a•IT
Evening Worship

.

Palestine UMW
Worship Service 11 a.m
1st
..Sunday. 50 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Undo,
.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
- Worship Servrce
11 a.m.

'Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 45 a.m.,7 p.m..

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:3111p.M.

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

ileal ks mks"

Christian

11 am.
p.m

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Green Plain
Morning Worship
1045 a m
Evening Worship
7p m
West Murray
10 Si) a m
Morning Worship
6p m
Evening Worship
Union Grove
10:50 a m
Morning Worship
6:30 p m.
Evening Worship
Seventh* Poplar
Worship Service
10:40a.m.
Evening Service
6 p.m.
New Concord
1050
am.
Morning Service
7 p.m_
Evening Worship
Plesent Valley
Morning Worship
• -ftam
6p.m
Evening Worship
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A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessor les
Ph. 753-7100
N. 12th Extended
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A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads - Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
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"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Phone 753-2700

Hwy. 641 North
4
'e
.
e
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Kentucky 'Fried ekiekts stow.

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co.

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
BOWLING AT its BEST - FINE FOOD
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JAS. D. CLOPTON

DIV.

Freed Cotham Co.; Inc.
eth at Chestnut

•.0.0°
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• ,

Corp. , Inc.

GRAIN DIVISION

Phone 753-4832

.
40•****
••,,41•

Industrial Road

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

Palace Drive-In
Phone 753-7992

Five Points

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICF
ADMIRAL - TAPPAN - WHIRLPOOL
Phone 753-3037
118 South 12th

Peck
'
s Upholstery & Fabric Shop
MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture S. Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753•74114
604 S gth

(i)(3(;)011:Vidi

Phone 753-8151

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN - PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52.00 OR MORE

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.- PH. 753-5334
Hogs bought daily
wite V DOC.901e, ovellieit

•.
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Shirley Florist
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER F T D
501 la affi St

753 TITT

\

Si'.
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Long John
Silvers'
FISH

n CHiPS
Chicken Peglegs • Fish L Mips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th - Murray • Ph. 753-5247

.0'.1.0
• •;."
• 7. 16'

Murray Auto Parts
REBUILT ENGINES . RADIATORS REPAIRED
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
Ph. 753.4424

605 Maple St.

Pool Office Equipment IL Supplies
West Kentucky Rural Electric
.l'"
".•"ne
1
Co-Operitive Corp.

....
753 S311 4
••• 1•3 MOO

Industrial Road

Phone 753-2121

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SHIM
Murray
733-1323

Mayfield
247-1487

Susie's Cafe
National Hotel Building

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6:00 a.m. - Close 12:00

n

South 12th Street-Phone 753-9131

Bob's' TV Service
SERVING MUMMY L CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE 1950
-2-Way Business Radio Installatibn & Service
-Aerotron Sales & Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut St. Ph. 753-5191
...

$holor
'
s Auto Repair

.1

IFillytilifjaill&PANTIEG_REV i CI
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SALES. SERVICE & RENTALS Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
'952-1763
I15 So. 4M
-,

Phone 7534012

i'hit Businesaman's Choirs 'For Fme Printing

Calloway County Soil
'

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Claude Vaughn

._

...

SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1936

Body Shop
BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
reeiltli.
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work, Free estimates
Rh 753-7150
Hwy.)
(Hazel
Hwy. 641 S.

Phone 753-2997

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial arid Residential - Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer
501 N. 4th
Phone 7534168

,
.

`
1`
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Jones Brothers

Randy Thornton Service Co.

002 Chestnut

.

Improvement Association

RECAPPING
Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164

Branch Office So. 12th & Story - 753-6655

Murrqy. Livestock Co.

union

Bel Air Shopping Center

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

'

Hwy.94 • 1 Mi. E. Murray- Ph. 753-6615

Storey's Food Giant

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE - MEMBER FDIC
500 Main - Phone 753.3231

I

Master Tire Service, Inc.

12th & Chestnut

Phone 753-3734

\
\

.PARTS & RENTAL

Phone 753-1319

V

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
9.••

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Air Conditioning-Heating Commercial Refrigeration

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans
E. W Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
Phone 753-8220

HEATING - SHEET METAL - AIR CONDITIONING

94 E.at Murray Bait Co.
••
•
•
14..6
.
0.04

Murray Warehouse

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
.SALES . SERVICE

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries & ACCOSIICKial
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3571

Phone 753-2202

1415 Main Street.

Tractor & implement Co.

-

-FRONT END ALIGNMENT
-MOTOR TUNE-UPS
-AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

.

.
• /1184131 _
...., _______

ER SO. 2111

Lynhurst Resort
CO. and Mrs. TheitISS BrOV/11---OWOOrs
-'
____ . Mine 426-2345 end 436-3376
1
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This column of questions and answers on federal tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and-isTpublished as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

011

A) The surcharge was elim-e Resort area listings of Sunday
inated for tax years beginning
._,._morning services will be
1n1971.

available to local churches In
the Kentucky and Barkley Lake
tourist region during the 1972
season.
Local churches wishing to be
from IRS offices
A) If you qualify to have
listed on the Directory Map,
Q) I'm a working mother.
The Revenue Act of 1971 the IRS compute your tax and
What are the limits on the
being prepared by the Land
increased the income limits- -choose to do so, the IRS will .
deduction my husband and I
Between the Lakes Area
also figure your retirement
.
lion to S18,000 for tax year
may claim for babysitting exLs' try, should provide inincome credit. You merely
197', so if you du not qualify
penses incurred while I am
formation
about their services
need to answer the question
for the child care deduction
working?
to the LBL Ministry, Box 124,
for Columns A and B and fill
when you file this year, you
Grand Rivers, Ky., 42045, no
should still maintain good rec- in lines 2 and 5 of Schedule
A) The child care deduction
&ehedule R to your later than April 1. A $5.00
ler-stax year 1971 triindted-to- ords of your_chlld _care ex- ___k Attach
Form 1040, enter "RIC" on
printing fee is required for each
the amount you actually spent, penses, because you may qual- " line 20
of Form 1040 and mail listing.
year.
but in no case more than $09, ify wheh you file next
- -- -----------,-to th•
-- aPPr°Pgiat° ServIce- Information -W -1M-direeYor
periden t or $900 for
Center.
two or more. Although there
tories should include the name
Q) Where can I get informaare no income limitations on
Q) What taxes can I deduct
of the church, the exact
tion on tax law changes affectthe amount a single woman
on my return?
location, a schedule of Sunday
ing my 1971 return?
may earn and still be able to
morning services, and
a
claim a child care deduction, a
A) If you itemize deducA) Internal Revenue Publinumber to call for information.
working wife generally must
lions, then your state - and
cation 17, "Your Federal Inreduce such expenses by the
come Tax," describes in easy- local income taxes, personal
amount the adjusted gross inThe &rectories will be printed
to-read language all the tax
property, real estate, general
come of her and her husband
t
.
for distribution to places that
law changes affecting your sales and state and local itsiii.
ceeds 6
return- It can be Mir--line taxes may be deducted. manY totwThirivisit. More 1111.11111r • I
fjI
oI
-ehesed- fee 7i-tents- from youee--t-et-these-on &heft* A oi-formation will be sent tit inrIf the parents' combined
IRS district office, many post
Our return. You can use the terested churches on request.
justed gross income is 86,900
offices throughout the country
sales and gasoline tax tables
Churches may write to the
or more. The rules for claim- and the Government Printing in your
tax form instructions address given, or call
ing the deduction are ex362-8535.
Office in Washington, D. C.
plained in Publication 503,
'Child Care and Disabled Dependent Care," availtble free

Q) What happened to the income tax surcharge?

Pre-Spritig Sale'
Two Racks

One Rack
Early Spring

SPRING
DRESSES & SPORTSWEAR
ENSEMBLES
1/
4 Off
1/
4 Oft

that the Internal Revenue Service will compute my retirement income
credit for me?
Q) Is it true

to determine your deductions
for these taxes.
Federal taxes such as Social
Security tax or those on alcohot or tobacco are not deduct-

ible. Hunting licenses, driver's
licenses or auto inspection
fees are also not deductible,
Q)
be filing ain- inconit
tax return for the first time.
Where can I get a Form 10407

Lots of Shorts & Tops

A) The amount of the finance charges Which consti-

Pant Suits - Slacks & Tops

HOLLYWOOD (UP!I -

Ryan O'Neal will star in "The
Thief Who Came to Dinner'
at Warner Bros.

of

However, if

CHOOSE
YOURS NOW!

F
c PLENTY OF PARKING IN REAR
Use Bank Americard or Layaway
Open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Daily

1000. 15th Street

the

a deduction for the lesser of
six percent of the average unpaid monthly balance of your
charge account or the total
finance charge allocable to the
year may be taken. IRS Publication 545, Income Tax Deduction for Interest Ex-pense,
shows these methods of computing your interest deductions. It is available free
from IRS district offices.

1970 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, all power and air,
vinyl roof.
1970 Cadillac Sedan Devine, all power and air, vinyl roof.
1970 Cadillac Coupe Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof.
1968 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, all power and air,
vinyl roof.
1967 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof.
1967 Pontiac Catalina Station Wagon, power and air.
1965 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hardtop.
1965 Oldsmobile 88. 4 door hardtop, power and air.
1964 Oldsmobile Jet Star, 4 door sedan.
1962 Oldsmobile, 4 door ruff and ready,$100.00.
1964 Oldsmobile F85, 4 door.
1970 Buick Skylark GS, 2 door hardtop, bucket seats,
console, air and power, faster than sound.
1967 Buick La Sabre, 4 door hardtop, power and air, vinyl
roof.

• 1969 Ford

I.TD, 4 door

hardtop, power and air, vinyl roof.

1965 Chrysler New Yorker, 4 door Sedan, power and air.
1969 Mercury Marquis Brougham, 4 door, power and air.

Special
Brand New
1971 PONTIAC VENTURA II
Two door,

6 Cylinder, Straight Stick

For Only..

92,200"

Sanders-Purdom
Ain`,1ro--Pt

Popular hardtop
DETROIT IUP11
The
two-door hardtop is the most
popular automobile body style,
moving from 13 per cent of the
market in 1961 to 39 per cent
in 1971, according to ohdustry

6:30 Sport'
7:00 Brady
7:30 Patric
II:00 Room
5:30 Odd
9:00 Love
10:00 News
10:30 Cave
12:00 Move

7:00 Jerrry
7:30 Road
COO Phantt
1:30 Jacks/7
9:00 Bewitc
9:30 Lidsvil
1000 Curio
1 1:00 Joh!
Quest
11:30 Lance

Link

Weight-Watchers
TRY

Diaphene-Forte

12:00 Bands
1:00 Basket
:00 Bowler
:00 Sports
5:30 Roller
6:30 Welk
7:30 Movie
900 6th Ser
1000 News
10:30 Movie

A pleasant way to
help dscrsos• your
desire to 110.-4

WALLIS
MURRAY

MILER

DRUGS

Koos It. 3-1272

KENTUCKY

SUMSTE
WHAT ARE
DOING-P VC
EUPPOsEc
BE WORK1$
ON THcoe.mE
P-1;101G(3`,

Regular

Shoo

7.00-13

Trade-ix
Pries
618.05

5.80-15

19.40

7.36-14.
7.75-14
8.25-14
7.75-15
8.25-15

20.00
21.10 .......

23.15
21.65
23.75
kildwer

$aki
Price
*10.85

17.46
18.00
18.99
20.84
19.49
21.38

Federal
Excise
Tax
*2.15

. 1.59
2.00

i
,
:

/
i

1

2.12

2.29
2.13
2.34

*

kk.
F
"(00

SILVERTOWN HT

WAYS

TO OHARA"

BEATLE

4-1E-X L.0
DIDN'T 14
COOKIE
O Ti-1E
GAME

"Tire Retreading"

r

4

50 HOO6A,
WITH A WA
PINS INTO

We Specialize In

?
7

tr71:1Tes
gz
Size
Prie•
7.00-13
$34.20
emu
C76-14
34.3.
no
E7S-14
3515
24.515
F76-14
37.75
26.1111
075-14
41.35' 2S.01
N7S-14
46.36
MIS
F71-15
3a65 - 25.511
C711-15
42.40
ee.se
/17111-15
46 45
stee
ills elightty

01111111

NANC'

\r,
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Sire 70013
Blackwell pm
Ft T 01 02 15
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RUGGEDNYLON CORD TIRES
AS-LOW AS •

Asiest Center
Murray State University has
been designated as a test center
for administering National
Teacher Examinations April 8,
according to Dr. Donald Rye,
director of the Murray State
testing center.
College seniors preparing to
teach and teachers applying for
positions in school systems
which encourage or require the
NTE are eligible to take the
tests. Last yeai about 116,000
candidates
took
the
examination,
which
are
prepared and administered by
Education Testing Service,
Princeton, N.J.
Designation of Murray State
as a test center for the
examinations
give
will
prospective teachers in the area
an opportunity to compare their
performances
the
on
examinations with candidates
throughout the coutitry who
take the tests, Rye said.
Designed to assess cognitive
knowledge and understanding
in professional education,
general education and subjectfield
specialization,
the
examinations are limited to
assessment of these aspects of
teacher education that are
validly and reliably measured
by well constructed paper-andpencil tests.
t "Bulletins of Information"
describing registration
procedures and containing
registration forms as well as
sample test questions may be
obtained from Testing Center,
Room 350, Education Building,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, or directly
from the National Teacher
Examinations, Educational
Testing Slervice, Box 911,
Princeton, N. J. 06540.

was all excited about how she
was getting.itiong," Mrs. Huckleby said, recalling a day in
December when Dorothy Jean
tried walking in a hall without
crutches.
"Dorothy was bouncing from
wall to wall, but she was able
to go a short distance by herself," Mrs. Huckleby said. "She
can wash clothes and is a lot of
help to me these days."
"Amos can give himself a
bath now, and he can move
anywhere on the couch by turnself without having to have
help," his mother said. "Amos
is doing well."

MID..TIME
ONLY!

ANIPUS CASUAL MSU Designated
Phone 753-2895

The Older ehildren-Jean,
now 22, and Amos, now 15have been home for some time
after spending several months
in a rehabilitation center at
Roswell.
All three children suffered severe brain damage, doctors
said. Like Ernestine, Amos is
blind, but Dorothy Jean has regained much of her sight.
Dorothy Jean now gets
around by herself with the help
of crutches and is going to
night school to finish junior
high.
"She called out to me and

Acrj

interest cannot be ascertained,

SWIM WEAR

FtbruarY 15, 1972
ADULTS .17
ALildolAdoRDO, MK. (AP)
NURSERY..4
- Ernestine Huckleby, one of
NEWBORN ADMISSION
three children stricken by merBaby Girl Parker ( Mrs. cury poisoning more than two
Diana Parker), Rt. 1, Almo.
years ago after they ate pork
from a home-butchered hog,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda Barclay Whithas left the hospital.
The 10-year-old can't feed
ford, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Sarah Katherine Duke, Rt. 2, herself, can't talk, and can't
Hazel, Mrs. Ruth Cunningham, see. Her mother, Mrs. Ernest
1702 W. Main St., Murray, Huckleby, said Wednesday
Robert Ray Buckingham, 1717 night, "I'm just so tickled
Magnolia, Murray, Mrs. Norma about having her home again.
Dene Darnell,Rt. i, Almo, Mrs. I'd like to tell everyone about
Clara Dot Harrell, 117 Rayburn
my blessings and thank God."
Dr., Benton„ Bobby Douglas
The youngster had been home
McDowell, 805 N. 17th St., from a local hospital for day
Murray,
William
Enzer visits, her mother said, "but
Graham, 607 W. 14th Sr.;,-- when we took her back to the
Benton, Master- Jason 11Ibspital at night she cried ev-Christopher Vaughn, No. 10 try time because she was loneOrchard Heights, Murray, Mrs.
Lexie B. Hale, at. 6 Box 406,
Since Monday, she has been
Murray, Gilbert Laverne Kahn, home full time.
at.5, Benton, Preston Boyd, Rt.
"All she can do yet is to
1, Murray, Mrs. Audie Bee Hill, smile when we tell her a joke.
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Lula Mae The people at the hospital
Robertsok__Rt....1.. Mayfield, wanted us to have her sent to a
William Garland (expired) different hospital rather than
From Cony. Div.
let us bring her home," her
mother said. "I praytcl to the
bard to bless me by letting ErLineage of Aineifrinestine come home and he anNEW YORK (UPI) swered my prayers."
Noah Webster was the first
Doctors traced the mercury
lexicographer to include
poisoning that afflicted Ernesstrictly American words in his
tine and two older Huckleby
dictionary, among them
tomahawk, skunk, selectman,
children to seed grain that had
snowshoe, cent, dime, hickory,
been treated with a mercury
applesauce, chowder and
compound and then fed to the
caucus.
butchered hog.

litEGoodriclik

tutes interest can be deducted.
Interest has been defined
as money paid for the use
money.

PAGE NINI

BLOND!

store charge
account
purchases, but all my statements
show are the -finance charges."

Is there any way I can Igor*
out the interest?

To Choose From

Ryan O'Neal stars

A) Call or stop in at your
local IRS office. Tax forms are
also available at many banks
and post offices:.
Q) I want to deduct the interest 1 paid on my department

Set Beautiful linesjor Spring!!

FRIDAY-FEBRUARY 18, 1972

Hospital Report

Directory Of_
Chtilthes Tö
Be Printed

"'

Taxpayers

TIMES -.al_RHAY, KENTUCKY

Federal
Excise
Tax
$1.97
2011
2.24
2.39
2.66
2.76
2.43
2.63
2.51

NOW AT LOWEST
PRICES EVER

SAVE
()
TO
P$60
0101

A SET
,
OF FOUR
7.00-13 telacenvails

We Offer One Day Service
We will retread your tires or exchange.
6.50x13
$10:60
5.60x15
10.60.
E78x14
'11.16
F78x14
11.16
G78x14
12.14
H78x14
13.22
.178x14
13.61
G-78x15
11,14
H-78x15
13.22
1-78x15
14.64
Above prices are highway type tread,
exchange. Fed, tax included.

mon Of Mein at 111.F.Gooanch Storos. compotttivaly pnced at B.F Goodrich Drale,s
REVOLVING CHARGE

.,

AMERICAN EXPRESS

1

r

MASTER CHARGE

AB1
MIMIC
OPPOR1
A OPPC
FANTLE
YOUNG
HISSEL

The Col

(BANKAMERICARD

0

Master Tire Service, Inc. assA
Murray, KequckY

Coldwater Road-al(Tile Paints

Phone 75.3-3164

4i4tzsAvo-__
}

0

p
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Ledger laintes-r4 Schedule for Friday Evening *
6:30 Sports
7:00 Brady
7:30 Patridge
11100 Room 222
1:30 Odd couple
9:00 Love Style
10:00 News
10;30 Cavett
12:00 Movie

CH
WSM
30 Dragnet
.00 Sanford &Son
:30 Movies
:30 Primus
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 5
WLAC
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 O'Hara
8:00 Movie
Rickles
9:30 Don
10.00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSO
6.30 Green Acres
7:00 Sanford
7:30 Movie
9:30 Felony Squad
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH.
WS1X
6:30 Your Life
7:00 Brady's
7:30 Partridge
8:00 Room 222
11:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am.
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

CH. 12
KFVS
6:30 Buck
Owens
7:00 O'Hara
8:0e Movie,
730 Don
moues

10:00 Nevrir'-...- I0:30 Movie

& T1NISS-41LRHAY, KENTUCKY

A dedicated Woman
fights global illness

CH. 29
WOXR
5:30 Football
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
30 Theater 29
:35 Weather
:40 News
0.00 Creel
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

S kN FRANCISCO (UPI)
— ".krnericans don't know
how good they have it."
Zola 'penny"

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday
7:00 Jerrry Lewis
730 Road Ronne
8:00 Phantom
:30 Jacks** if-9 00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiousity
1 1:00 Johnny
Quest
11:30 Lancelot
Link
12:00 Bandstand1:00 Basketball
3:00 Bowlers-Tour
4:00 Sports
5:30 Roller
6:30 Welk
7:30 Movie
9700 6th Sense
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

6:25 USA
6:55 Digest
7:00 Doolittle
:30 Deputy Dawg
8:00 Woodpecker
8:30 Pink Panther
9:00 Jetsons
9:30 Barrier Reef
Step
10:00 Giant
11:00 Auditions
12.00 Ray
Mears
12:10 Basketball
2:30 Basketball
4:30 Wilburn
5:00 Wagoner
Music
530 Nash
6:00 News
6:30 Superman
7:00 Emergency
L:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Creat. Feat.
12:00 Avengers

Bunny
7:00 Bugs
Doe
7:30 Scooby
5:00 Globetrotters
5:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Josie
11;00 Monkees
11:30 You-There
12:00 Film
1:00-Comm. Cent.
1:30 ZOOrliMil
1:45 Chang. Times
2:00 Roller Derby
3:00 Golf
4:00 Movie
5:00 Sports
5:30 Consequences
6:00 Hee Haw
7:00 All-In-Family
7:30 Mary Moore
5:00 Van Dyke
5:30 Arnie
9:00 Mission-Imp.
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
-10 Movie

7:00 RFD
7:30 Fence-Post
7:55 News
5:00 Woodpecker
5:30 Pak Panther
9:00 Jetson
9:30 Barrier Reef
10:00 Giant
Step
11:00 Mr. Wizard
11:30 BugalooS
12:00 MurrayUniv.
12:30 Basketball
2:30 Basketball
Mut.
4:30 Phsy.
4:45 File 6
5:00 Wilburn Bros.
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Wagoner
7:00 Emergency
5:00 Movie
10:30 News
11:00 Movie

700 StoogesAva Phantom
8:30 Jackson 5
:00 Bewitched
:30 Lidsv4lie
10:00 Curiosity
11:00 Soul-Train
12:00 Bandstand
1:00 Wrestling
2:00 Sports
2:30 Bowlers
4:00 Sports
5:30 Lassie
6:00 Welk
7:00 Bewitched
7:30 Movie
9:30 China Trip
10:00 News
10:30 Basketball
12:00 Movie

6:00 Sunrise
6:30 News
Bunny
7:00 Bugs
Doo
7:30 Scooby
5:00 Globetrotters
5:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 Josie
11:00 Monkees
11:30 You-There
12:00 Film
1:00 Cartoon
1:30 Forum
2:00 Matinee
Club
3:30 Kennel
4:00 Golf
5:00 News
6:00 Hee Haw
7:00 All in Family
7:30 -Mary Moore
5:00 Van Dyke
5:30 Arnie
9:00 Mission-Imp.
10:00 News
10:30 Virginian

10:00 Bible. Story
10:30 Adv. Theatre
12:00 Death Valley
Man
12:30 Ultra
12:51 News
Opry
1:00 Horse
2:30 Monroes
3:30 3 Lives
4:00 S.F. Theater
4:30 Wrestling
$:30 Suspense
Theat.
6:30 Music:
7:00 Star Trek
7:57 News
8:00 Movie
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 News
10:30 Wrestling
11:30 Creat. Feat.
12:37 Sports
12:30 Great. Feat.

ITS ALSO A LOT EASIER
IF We RAVE YOUR SECRETAW
ALONG 70 NONE AHEAD
FOR RESERVATIONS...

THeRES StWETA(N6
VERY EXCITING
A800 GOING ON
A JOURNE4(...

IF' WE WAD

A SPAiN TRANSPLANr
yr- wouLp uySr
CLASsnikED As
MISJOGL SucaGerre
<3
=

I WELCOME INIS EVIL WITCHMAN'S ATTEMPT... IT IS A 6000

TEST. MY SCIENCE AGAINST
HIS evu. BLACK MAGIC.

50 HOOGAAN 15 KILLING ME
WITII A 1VAX POL`ST/CKING
' PINS INTO IT.

14E'5 JU9T
PROTECTING
PIE0 NE PUT
OUT TO

COOL.

I'M STUDYING
INTERIOR DECORATING

AMERICA IS TH' LAND 0'
OPPORTUNITNilf- THAWS
A OPPORTuNITNI Fo'ANI
PANTLESS,BuT AMBITIOUS
YOUNG MAN TO EARN
l-IISSELF A PAiR

A

sCHEMING

WOMAN IS
AFTER. YOUR
MONEY, TEEESEIET

MERELY
WE.6 WILLIN'TO
IN
DO ANYTHINGCLEAN UP, RUN
PANTS!!
AM IS
ERRANDS—AN'
PANT
'1(Y DON'T -4/2k\/E
TO PAY US IN

LESS

moNEW!

lc
.5WE'LL SHOW

KEEP
HEY ',CU ME,
IT FOR.
Hi A2_EL Y.

LET. THE JUNGLE SNOW I
ACCEPT THIS TEST AND DEFY
MAT FAKER. IT WILL END
Tilts NONSENSE!

Watson

should know.
She's seen malaria in Laos,
cholera in India, dysentery in
Nepal and malnutrition
everywhere. She's the overseas
administrator for the Thomas.
A. Dooley Foundation, an
organization named after the
late jungle doctor, and devoted
to the health of Southeast Asia
through teaching, training,
treating and communicating.
The tall, trim Miss Watson
has been with gic Dooley
Foundation since its inception
in 1961 and returned recently
from-administrative duties in
Laos. At the request of the
medecin-chef of that country,
the equivalent of a state health
director here, the Dooley
Foundation completed a
comprehensive health survey
of Laos.
A similar survey in Nepal,
under Miss Watso' •
tion,--resulted in a -heath
program with a direction.
Pmm-Theiritiseptult
Pokhara Valley, 200 miles due
west from Katmandu, the
-Doelejr personnel can now
concentrate on the goiter they
found prevalent, on the
tuberculosis in the rural areas,
and forget about heart trouble,
an ailment that plagues few
- Nepalese.
An equally successful
project, and one of which Miss
Watson is especially proud,are

•

,
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been able to work in a few."
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people to have one or two
M Ise gro wiCriorts."11'ataosw--"Tbs-Anas are-the parents' security. 'it ith grown
sons the parasite know they
will be cared for in old age.

the "well baby" clinics located
in the three Dooley hospitals in
=MO UO2
Laos.
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tedger--&-Thnes TV Schedule for Sunday
CH. 4
WSM

CH. 5
WLAC

CH. 11
WPSD

CH. 8
WSIX

CH. 12
KFVS

8:30 Devotion
7:00 Zoorama
6:30 Worship
7:00 Answer
7:30 Tomorrow
7:15 The Life
9:15 HamiltiBros. 7:00 Gospel
7:30 Truth
8:30 Discovery
7:45 Story
7:30 Jubilee
7:30 Tomorrow
9:30 Truth
8:00 Tom & Jerry
8:00 Tipton
8:15 Phelps afros. 9:00 Truth
10:00 Close-up
8:00 Bible-Class
8:30 Goolies
8:30 Goolies
8:30 Oral Roberts 0:30 The Life
10:30 Gospel Hour 8:30 Stooges
9:00 Revival
10:00 Worship
9:00 Special
9:00 Old Gosept
11:00 Dr. Doolittle 9.30Doubledeckers 9:30 Look Up
9:00 Gospel , How 10:30 It-Is-Written 9:30 0. Roberts
10:00 Bullwinkle
11:30 DepDawg
10:00 Camera 3
11:00 Bugaloos
10:00 FMA
10:00 Bullwinkle
12:00 Meet-Press 10:30 Make-Wish
00:30 Face-Nation
10:30 Make
Wish 11:30 Mr. Wizard 10:00 Faith
11:00 Guest
My.
12:30 Close-up
11:00 Unto
12:00 Mett-Press
11:00 Dragon
10:30 Services
.-....3400 Lou &Moore. 11:30 Link
11:30 DIA-Deckers 12:30 Star Trek_
1430 Nation
_01:30 THE Life
12:00
News
Club
1:30
Fishing
Hole
Music
1130
-1-7:08 Dificiftin- 12:00 Reports
12:00 Glory Road
- 2:15 Phsy. Mu?. 12:30 The City
12:30 Outdoors
12:30 IsS. & Ans. 2:00 Bowling
12:30 Lester Fam.
1:00 Basketball
2:30 Tennis
2:30 Tennis
1:00 Basketball
1:00 NHL Hockey
1:30 W.C. Field
3:30
Sportsman
4:30
Afield
4:30
Sports
Action
3:30 NFL
3:30 sportsman
4:00 Kid Talk
4:30 Movie
Comment
5:00
5:00 Rollin'
4:00 Kid Talk
6A0nimmianiuteWsrld
4:30-Wrestling
30
4
5;00
6:00
Munson
5:30 News
. 5:30 News
4:30 Aniaml Wrld.
5:30 Fans
6:30 Wild Kingson5:00 special
6:00 News
6:00 Wild Kingdom 6:00 News
ism News
7:00 Munson
Disney
6:30
6:30 Disney
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Your Life
6:30 Movie
6:30 Wild Kingdom 6:30 Movie
7:30 J. Stewart
7:00 FBI
8:30 Cade's Co.
' 7:30 J. Stewart
7:00
FBI
Bonanza
1:00
Bonanza
5:00
8:30 Cade's County
8:00 Movie
9:30 Big Valley
0:00 Movie
9:00 Bold Ones
9:00 Bold Ones
9:30 Forum
11:00 NM*
10:30 News
9:30
Report
10:00 News
10:00 News
10•00
News
11:15 _movie
10:45 Movie
•
10:00 Persuaders
10:30 Movie
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Virginian
_1100 News
-

from
every
angle.

CH. 29
WDXR
7:30 Film
8:00 Gospel Music
8:30 Bible Baptist
9:00 Temple
10:00 Consultation
10:30 Gospel Music
11:30 Movie
1:00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt ''''3:30 Victory at Sea
4:00 High & Wild
4:30 Untamed
World
5:00 Saint
5:57 News
Field
6:00 W. C
7:27 News
7:30 Movie
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:50 Sports
10:00 Movie

Watch the world go round. From every
angle. News. Weather. Sports Every
night at six and ten. keep your eye on
the home team Chris Clark,
Jerry Goad. Bob Lobertini and
Hope Hines. And they II show you all the
angles that make the news. From the
local point of view.
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Art Shows Merit-Mad Attentton•

—

Four traveling art shows 'on
exhibition in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the new Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at Murray
State University are receiving
considerable campus and
colimunity attention.
In one, 60 graphic works by 15
contemporary British artists,
all of whom are established
painters or sculptors, are
exhibited. Provided by the
Traveling Exhibition Service of
the Smithsonian Institution,
Washington,
this
exhibition will be in the gallery
through March 5.
Reflecting the flexibility of
both the artists' techniques and
the printmaking medium, the
exhibition shows the traditional
forms of etching and lithograph,
Plus screenprinting, serigraph
'and new and stimulating
combinations.
In commenting on the
exhibition, Miss Clara M.
• Eagle, gallery director, said,
"Today in Britain, prin
cifp-tillhe imagination of

Olt

•
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•
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4
1
4

•

•
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.

Gas Shortage Possible

•00,•••.......,

many serfoug nalfiters and Ward, Louisville, and Gale
young Sellars, Henderson.
sculptors, a whole
generation, and these men and
Open to the public, the
women see the print medium as
artistically flexible, and
technically and expressively
exciting."
Nearby, and on display
through Feb. 29,are 80 prints by
40 European artists. On loan
from the Belgian Embassy in
Washington, D.C., they are
being circulated in the state
through the courtesy of the
Kentucky Art Commission.
Also on exhibition through
Feb. 29 are the works of two
widely-recognized University of
Kansas faculty artists, Michael
Ott and Roger Shirnomura.
Both artists have participated
in a total of 26 one and two-man
shows each in their careers.
The
fourth
traveling
exhibition is that of Susan Long
Durrant, a member of the
Palomar College, San Marcos,
Calif.,faculty. Entitled "Texas
-rid-tic-apes and-SbOes aüd
Other Handwoven Objects," it
includes 40 works.
ong these are a number of
"found objects", such as old
shoes, goggles and rusted gas
can tops, which Mrs. Durrant
has cleverly utilized in her
weaving
techniques. This
exhibition also is scheduled to
close Feb. 29.
In addition to the traveling
exhibitions,
two
senior
exhibitions also are on display
in the spacious, new gallery.
These are the works of Rick

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
The Public 'Utilities ConunisSTUDY IN CONTRASTS—Chines Prime Minister Chou En-lal maculate suit, well-tailored of good quality material well-pressed sion of Ohio has ordered all
is seen here at Peking Airport. Chou has assumed his charac- trousers and quite unlike the baggy garb his countrymen seem to major natural gas companies in
the state to stop soliciting new
teristic pose-with hands clasped in front of him. Note his In, prefer.
business.
The order Wednesday was
part of broad new restrictions
approved by the commission on
the expansion of natural gas
PEKING — During havvisit wisely and cautiously —or
-jacolio-eharnt
• — or berate------;- -,i- lcriowledge of people, his ability ' service to Ohio consumers.
to Peking, President Nixon will else could he have survived the
Chairman Henry Eckhart
to size up his negotiating partfoe,
friend
and
have some talks with Chairman many ups and downs in the
ner swiftly, detect his weak- said a recent investigation
it
is
that
Little
There
doubt
real
Mao Tse-tung, but any
brief history of the People's
was Chou En-lai who pushed---nesses and take his cue from showed there M no assurance
negotiating will most likely be Republic.
that an adequate supply of natfor
border negotiations with the there.
done with Premier Chou En-lai,
Chou En-lai seems to have
No doubt President Nixon ural gas will be available to
more than
Much has been written and little personal ambition, and Soviet Union little
Will discover what all others meet demands of consumers
said about the man who has less ambition to succeed the two years ago.
have
discovered before him. next winter.
In Peking, Chou is therrnin to
been China's prime minister chairman or replace him. He
Chou En-lai can be the most
Restrictions upon new cussince the Communists declared appears to be content in his No. welcome foreign leaders and
meet with foreign visitors. He charming man in the world tomers and on customers con-.
the People's Republic in 1949. 3 or 4 position — depending on
when he gets his way, but he templating substantial inthou En-lai has been described the circumstances — which he is the one who gives — however
can be a forbidding negotiating creases appear to be Justified,"
to
as educated, enlightened, well- has managed to keep for him- rare-- interviews•forei9
ObviOtiaTiinie o —Partner when "e deesrft — Eckhart said.
-traveled, moderate in his polit- self for so long.
ical views, energetic, charmthou appears to be sincerely his contacts with foreign
ing, and at 73, in surprisingly interested in doing what he visitors are decreed by protoYOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
good health and spirits.
considers good for his country col, but there are numerous
TRADE WITH
He has also been called wily and in elevating China to what occasions on which he could be
and uncompromising, a dif- he believes is its proper posi- replaced by another man of the
Chinese leadership. However,
ficult man to negotiate with. tion in the world.
Anyone who has ever met
China's foreign policy bears he obviously wants to keep the
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
Chou En-lai will no doubt agree Its distinct signature. Of the reins of China's foreign policy
that each description fits the Chinese Communist leaders, it firmly in his own hands.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
Furthermore, Chou En-lai is
man.
Chou who has traveled
"Service Built Our Business"
determined to use all his talThere have beest--repeatad
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
ents to further Chino's position
rumors in the world outside of
in the world.
China that it is Chou En-lai —
NEW OR
One of his most useful gifts
and not really Mao Tse-tung —
appears to be his thorough
who holds the power in Peking
and who rules the country.
This is making a rather complex situation too simple. There
can be no doubt that Mao TseCHICAGO (AP) — Extung is the chairman, particularly where ideology and cavations near a small Illinois
domestic policy are concerned. town may show that the largest
At the same time there can be concentrations of prehistoric
no doubt that Chou En-ha holds people in North America lived
a position of enormous power, in the Middle West, an archwhich he seen* litt exercise eologist says.
Although more evidence of
habitations exist in the Pacific
Northwest and the Southwest
because of differences in building materials and climate, Dr.
Stuart Struever said Tuesday
Dr. Dennis
E. Poplin, that excavations in Southern II-%
associate professor of sociology linois are yielding information
and anthropology at Murray about how man lived in the
State University, has written a area 7,000 and more years ago.
sociology textbook scheduled
Struever of Northwestern
for release by the publisher in University heads a group of scimid-March.
entists and students who have
Published by The Macmillan been digging the past two sumCompany of New York, the book mers near Kampsville, a town
is entitled "Communities: A near the confluence of the IlSurvey of Theories and Methods linois and Mississippi rivers.
of Research."
Struever said diggings down
Poplin, who joined be faculty to 34 feet fouusl ruins of 14 preof Murray State in the fall of historic Indian villages. They
1971,explained-the nature of the are stacked layer-cake fashion
book this way:
and each is separated by a lay"A great amount of research er of soil.
has been done on community
Among the things found: the
life in urban, rural and remains of an 18-month-old
suburban - type environments. child buried 5000 B.C.; women's
My purpose in the book was to hairpins and beads dating from
draw together and to organize 2500 B.C.; the skeletal remoins
some of the more significant of a man buried 4,500 years
work into a more coherent ago. The man's skeleton
framework."
showed evidence of arthritis.
A synopsis of the book in the
Struever said there is no eviNovember, 1971,edition of "The dence that the people of the reAmerican Sociologist," the gion engaged in warfare until
publication of the American 800 to 1000 A.D., after the deSociological Association, noted velopment of agriculture.
that "theories of community
The skeleton of a domesstructure and.dynamics are ticated dog dating from 5100
introduced in a manner that will B.C. was found 29 feet below
help the student adopt the the surface—about nine 'levels
thought patterns of the deep. Shells of hickory nuts and
4 91,
professional sociologist."
pecans and 58 species of snails
•
+,44,Cw
It ...also
that have been found, along with
added
.1
44
"publication reviewers of the sunflower and other seeds, pol4
text were especially impressed len remains, charred wood and
by the organization, the lucid layouts of house floors.
presentation, and the sumStruever said the exmaries of the literature."
cavations—sponsored by the
Poplin, a native of Califor- Foundation for Illinois Archnian,
eology, may show that the popPoplin, a natte Californian, ulation center of the continent
has also taught four years at was south of the Great Lakes in
Texas Tech University at this rich area surrounding the
Lubbock and two years at confluence of the Illinois, MisWestern Kentucky University. sissippi and Missouri rivers.
He earned the B. S. and M.S.
He discussed the excavations
degrees at
Utah State at the opening of an exhibition
University at Logan and the Ph. in the Field Museum of Natural
D. degree at the University of
showing scenes from

Chou larmickible

• tor_
otta

_

PARKER FORD, Inc

Prehistoric
Men Lived'In
Middle West

USED CAR

gallery's hours are: Mondays
through Fridays, 9 a.m. to 11
pun.; Saturdays, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., and on Sundays from 1
p.m. to 11 p.m.

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our opera don
It's a great arrangement. aro end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need — and use our service. $0o we
know all about their special money needs.
.4", Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment proLi
grams to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year —with a seasoned money
oro the man at PCA

144
'
.
7 46/

-Jackson Purchase Production
-,Credit Association
•
Keys Keel, Office Manaver
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street

VALUABLE COUPON
=wE
Esi
=wa

Worth 100 Extra

=:wE

Top Value Stamps
With 10 Gallon Purchase

GREEN'S SYCAMORE SERVICE
811 -Sycamore St. -Murray, Ky.

=wEEwe
-w=
=

(Coupon Expires March 3, 1972)
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LET US ADD SOME REGAL COLOR TO YOUR LIFE!

Text Authored
By Professor

-tt•—

•••••••
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8" x 10"
PORTRAIT

REGAL
COLOR!
Plus
50f
Film
Charge

MAJOR ADVANCEMENT
IN COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
now makes This possible'
Superior quality' Amazing
low cost!
AMAZING OMR
IS UNITED!
At this low price we can
only allow one portrait
per
subject.
one
per
family. Additional mem
hers
of
same
family
81.97. 50t film charge
on an sittings

NATURAL FULL
COLOR PORTRAITS
Not the old
imitation
tinted
Genuine
photos
8" x 10" portraits in
-6itautiful Iiving Color!
BABIES, CHILDREN
AND ADULTS!
Group portraits at 97g per
subject

TOSES

3 Big Days!
Thursday-Saturday
February 17-19

Studio Hours:
11 A.M.-7 P.M.

huh

'iii,,
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LADIES

RAINCOATS
ranchers
ho borrow
ey tell us

r going
4'c
e end up
the people
ce. So we
ney needs.
nce, extra
exlaenses.
nt proincome.
any seamoney

BOYS
SPOAT StM
Stylish double breasted rai
coat of 77/23 cotton/polyest
poplin. Assorted solid colors
with contrast stitching. Sizes
10-18.

RUG
ASSORTMENT

- •
1 22
11
I Compare at 1.99
Permanent press sport
Beautifully designed

Boys nylon taffeta jacket with
regular collar, zip front, two
pockets with flops. Assorted

shirts

-Solids-4
.
14-

prints. Sizes 4-7.

colors. Sizes 8-18.

s

•tivcontours, rounds,

terocs.

_frAitcrFi.OR Ball
GARBAGE CANS

211

Galvanized garbage me
with handle and cover.

1fg

3,0411
s. the hair style
CrIte
you wont with brush _or _
-okolinotk mini-tooth-

MARCAL
Ladies flare leg basic pull on slack
in -bonded and double knit fabrics.
Sizes 10-18 in assorted colors.

TOILET -11SSUE

L. P.
8 TRA CK TAPES , CLOSEOUTS
AMP EX

USE YOUR

2,322

BANK CREDIT

CARD

1

88 Each
Count Pop, Sacred

AT BIG K1

ill

PAPER TOWELS

1

88 Each

Country, Pop, Sacred

LISTERME

II,

MiMMiño

KLEENEX

Compare ot 3.99;

MOUTHWASH
& GARGLE

Short sleeve rib knit tops,
scoop neck, stripe body with
solid sleeve, or solid body
with stripe sleeve. Assorted
colors. S.M.L.

4 sin
mils

BLENDER

Family Size
1 pt: 4-oz.

LADIES

ONLY $122

,ea
BIKINIS

OUtierr7-PIE

COOKWARE SE

Fashionable bikini
panties in assorted
prints. Sizes 5,6,7.

VALUABLE
BIG K

BATTERIES

Includes 1, 2 qt. covered

'

saucepans, 5 qt. dutch oven,
10- open fry pan (uses dutch
oven cover).

SHASTA
COLA
Assorted Flavors
28-0z. Bottle

22t
SIP

OIL TREATMENT
With Purchnse of From or FDI Oil Filter

* SALE STARTS SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20th

* Store Hours:
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Famous Brand

MOTOR OIL

22c

'Super Blend
Hovoline
* 10W 40

Limit 1
With purchase of quart at regular price.

_
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Single status lacks
appealfor Dehner
week for work.
- Three dayro-week
stage from 11:30 a.m. to
p.m. One dy is a backbreaking fr
trick. The fifth day is a
relatively relaxed rehearsal
break.
Delmer is a raving Doris
Day fan. sayina, "She is the
most professional, hardworking- actress I've ever
.
known:
Sunda commonly finds
him at the beach boat hunting
or fishing.
lie woad'find tt easier to
relax at the moment if he
weren't in the midst of giving
up cigarettes after 42 years of
chain-smoking.
"The boat is very important to me," says Dehner.
"I've never owned one before.
But it is a means of getting
swaT from -the -smog-and-the
the
ty
traffic of tn
,e city
bustle of people everywhere"When I'm not working I
want to spend my life on the
ocean in a T shirt and tennis
shoes...
Dehner even hopes to pick
up painting again as a means
of filling the long hours of a
single man.

FREE WASHER and dryer with
purchase of our new 1972 Fairway during month of February.
65'x12', two full baths, three
bedrooms,
carpet
shag
throughout, Mediterranean
decor, double door frost free
refrigerator, eye level oven,
deluxe furniture. Housetype
insulation, hurricane strap and
bay windows. Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 South Beltline Highway, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
F28C
443-6150.

0000000041414,000000000 0000000000 00000

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

prtifile

;

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
East of Murray on Hwy. M. Will
finance two-thirds at-4135.00 a
,month. Call 753-6202 or 753TFC
3648.

RED-Ur-110N-

'

On Winter Merchand i se
WINTER

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SAIL

'
e

FOR SALE

MAGNOLIA MOBILE home,
13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
Estates.-Central heat and air, all
electric, heat tape, underpenned.
Two bedrooms, large bath,
washer and dryer included, fully
carpeted, new drapes, recently
painted. Many other extras. You
must see to appreciate. Drive by
and look, then call for appointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or
March 6C
762-2851(work).

1 s
V-ERNON SCOTF- UP!Hollywood
Correspondent
:
HOLLYWOOD
John Dehner. who plays Doris
Day's boss on her weekly
series, is a man beset by
change.
;
Wool and Winter Blends
' His marriage of 28 years is
When the weather outside
ip the process of dissolution,
lie's living temporarily in a
Is frightful, our home-made
TWO BEDROOM HOME. Remodeled inside
rented apartment in a plush
Ice cream is still delightful.
i_
_Suburb. And he has hopes of
and
out Fully carpeted with
0
gas heating
120 & 3-311_21.1.73,1a Gal.
A
i-b-oetd1000 livinar
$1.49
;. Definer. son of a New
f baked' 51K1
,
*8,500.
rpAIIcLINII
Engt&id
mor
SPECLIET•
than hand) with a paint brush
Chicken Dinner(er chicken
Street. CALL 753--4751
and canvas himself - is the
- --- SOME
liver dinner )...$.99. Here or
STRAWBERRIES, STARK red
s
father of two grown daughters,
Go
Giant Plants, fruit trees. Phone
Kirsten and Sheila,753 4953 TRIANGLE INN
Pt STORY BRICK Veneer on THREE BEDROOM frame home
753-6051.
F21P
Kirsten has ,made a
\
Elm Street. Basement, four and 20 acres at South Marshall.
,
grandfather of the debonair
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $10.85
WHITE POODLE, will sell bedrooms, dining room, kitchen, $12,500.00. Will consider mobile
160.00 Values
'nor with a son,.Joshua, 1
on repossessed Magnovox conear old.
cheap,call 753-6644.
F21C 11/2 baths, large living room with home in the $3,000.00. range as
fireplace. Ph9ne7A56. F21VArade.Phonsi53.1876._
sole stereo-AM-FM. -Leech's ) Reduced to'20.00
Dehner--44Ye ending a
.
marriage of- more than a
AT GORDON'S Farmer Market,Music 65111;13brieland Ceti- quarter century is a traumatic
ter.
F22C
-Highway 94 East of Murray, Six
experience. His single status
Charolias Heifers, 7 Holstein
leaves a great gap in his life.
ANTIQUE AUTO, 1933 Fssex
Heifers and one cow and calf.
For that reason he plans to
rc_
f
Some
Terraplane,
The Rik Parker Farm, 95 acres, 23,4 miles East of
valued
at
$650.00.
Phone
474-2236.
ITC
store away the mementoes of
K AM
Will sell or trade for nice fishing ( Reduced JU /0
Murray ea Outland School Road. Highly fertile crop land.
his marribge and simplify his
Good 2 bedroom cottage with bath. 2 excellent metal grain
rig or runabout. 514 South 6th
10'x50' TWO BEDROOM mobile
life as much as possible.
bins, bolding 6,600 bushels. Over 2,000 ft. roadfrontage,
Street, phone 753-5252.
F22C
home,furnished, air conditioned,
"We've been separated for
Murray,
\ North
only 1,600 feet to public water main. This property has
two years," says Dehner. "but
electric heat. Phone 753-8558
I'm not accustomed to living
high potential for farming, developing or recreational
Ky.
1970 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', \ 15th St
after 5:00p.m.
F24P
plone. You like to come home
,
activity.
located in Fox Meadows Trailer
St night with the feeling that Diet reminders
Park, No. 13-6. This mobile home
BABY BED,rocking horse, potty
Across
from
MSU
Library
Somebody cares whether
NEW YORK (UM - has underpenning, insulated
chair, high chair and stroller.
You're dead or_alive.",
• Watchin_g the
calories?
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
Phone 7534917.
F21C •
'The tranauility of die sea -Nutritionists remind-the- waist- water pipes, 8'x16' concrete patio
ooDealw to _behmer,_,040_,41_1. viatchms, that j,.;ed ,„„„, 6 and awning, metal storage
.' motor taboo, that pork is more`Thailding, air amditioned, car-- j.
SLIME-COAT, mink collar,size
ihopping for i 32-foot
-. _ ..
9. $40.00. Like new. Phone 753trawler of the Grand Banks fattening than beef, lamb or Petit*, washer, dryer gookuFs,
Louisville, Ky. P.O. Box 1140 or Phone 5024874UL
bless, a copy of the old New veal. Other tips: trim fat off all natural gas with double oven
7435
F21C
gr.
meat always. Skinless turkey Immediate possession._khone TRA/LER PARK with 17 spaces.
nglasid trawlers,
NO REGRET, the best yet; Blue
Once he finch his boat and chicken are okay in small
SERVICES OFFERED
• F22C East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wilt Lustre cleans beautifully. Rent
SERVICES OFFERED
LARGE TWO bedroom brick.
hitor-owoo to ot000 aboard, Atioalitieli, Cit Aowa on .753-8964 after 4:°°P-m•
$135.00
two-thirds
a
at
finance
...___
ftre
Has large den, living room,
consumption
=ham
mu=
of
ats
or
greases.
;I:%ing his piano, tennis
411.
electric
shampooer
$1.
Big
K,
damage, month. Call 753-6202 or 753margarine.
dining room, kitchen with built-in
tacket,stereo outfit, books and
Center.
Shopping
Etelaire
F19C
balanced meals. e. ° ' Eat 10'155', two bedrooms, 1963 3648.
TFC
stove and dishwasher. Carpeted
gunbelt in storage.
.
_._ model. New Moon, air conTIIIRMSTI
OMNI.
throughout. Carport with outsideAvid angler
Clean crayoning
, ditioned. $350.00. Phone 753-7856
Est YOgr Home
storage. See at 1309 Overby. For
Are Poises
He will, however. retain-ltie-,
F
--- --New- YORK- eelpe1j-7_--rer 7
appointment phone 753-6650. F23C
shine tackle. The actor is an
Crawls- and pencil boxes also
' vid angler. While 'he has
carry dirt after a while, FIVE INSIDE doors; one
TIRED OF the car pool merry go
evotede most of his fishing
reminds the Cleanliness commode and tivolervatories. See
ur family a house
,round? Buy yo
hours to catching trout in lakes
Bureau. .4 cleanup is in order at the Ledger & Times office, 103
and rivers, he's perfectly
with four large bedrooms,
when they do. Take all crayons North 4th Street.
from
Priced
up
and
Carry Geniis
TFNC
content to set out for the larger
located at 1623 Loch Lomond
and pencils out,soak container
111
provender in the Pacific.
in soap or detergent suds, rinise
Drive. Only one block from
*
ALSO
*
550
04
Cal
1,200
BALES
OF
good
grass
hay,
f A newcomer to the CBS well and dry. Before replacing
Robertson School, on bus route to
PESTS
aeries this season. Definer crayons, remove hanging Timothy and Red Top mixed.
Middle School and two blocks
idrives ZO minutes by freeway paper from those old 0„es. Phone 345-2525 or see H. S.
from new High School. Phone
Shipment
of
_AO Studio Center five days a Sharpen the dull ones.
_Rogers, Browns Grove.
New
F22P
753-6557 for further details. F19P
e

t

and
SUITS
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Some Reduced .4O%f
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- FOR SALE

Shal

inc
Adr

THE COLLEGE
SHOP

!Lam,

„
54-41.

Contact: Beach Craigmyle
Citizell

JUST ARRIVED

Of Biggest Attractions

European tourists and other
world travellers visiting
Niagara will approach the one
irrullion mark by 1973. Approximately half of those
visiting the international attraction have the New York side
of Niagara as their destinatiOn.
: The international communities' ChSmbers of Corn-,merce estimate that eleven
i.million visitors viewed Niagara
Falls during 1971. Both the U.S.
k•community and Canadians are
parking to improve this figure
Vin 1972. A new $30 million
convention centre is rising a
ort distance from the falls,
U.S. and Canadian tourist
.I' officials are establishing a joint
;-,eornmission to market more
International travel.
A spokesman for the Niagara
. travel industry says theat
'Niagara is a successful tourist
centre "because the community
attempts to provide something
for everyone. All the visitors
• come to see the falls but there is
much more to see and do that is
exciting. interesting and
educational "
The visitor may choose to
visit world famous parklands,
historical preserves, race
't tracks, the theatre, museums,
; -Marine shows, power plants or
kolLing,.fishing and hunting.

Phone

_

ALM Mt
25;

Niagara Falls enjoys a large
group of annual visitors to this

Open Mc
6:30 a.m

new

system and kitchen cabints.
See at '
4
r- 10 South 10th

OPEN:

NIAGARA Falls ranks as the
Sop natural atiraction in North
iAmerica and is one of the most!frequented attractions in the
*odd, man-made or Mother
Nature's. A new 120-page report
of the Ontario Department of
Tourism and Information shows
that 941,000 U.S. automobile
visitors made Niagara Falls
their destination during 1971.
;Almost four times this number
'dropped by Niagara to see the
I.:thundering cataracts while
!destined to northern Canada,
' Toronto, Montreal, Chicago,
, New York and other final
:destination points. Thousands
4more used commercial transportation.

GE Tli

MAGNAVOX TVs

for our ANNUAL SALE NOW IN PROGRESS!!

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

international vacationland,
year-in and year4)ut.

Dixieland Center on Chestnut Street
,,

Tr profile

Like Garbo, Daly
wants to be alone

HANNAH'S husband Hector 10 GALLON Aquarium, complete
hates hard work so he cleans the with stand. Phone 753-8098 betrugs with Blue Lustre. Rent ween 9:00a.m. and 5:00p.m. F19.
electric shampooer $1. Begley
Drug Store, Central Shopping
Center.
F19C MOBILE HOME 10x50, furnished, fully carpeted, air conditioned. Good condition. Phone
Farmington 345-2506.
F19C

Protect Your Homer

Do not be deceived! Termites wort 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753 3914 Day gr Nite
Nome Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeats
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Membe Chamber of Commerce

MODERATELY PRICED 3
bedroom home. Carpeted, central heating and air conditioning,
built-in stove and dishwahser,
closed garage, and a patio offering relative privacy. Available
for occupancy-mid May 1972. Call
753-7966.
March 21P
KEENLAND DRIVE; 11
/
2story, 3
bedrooms, P..: baths, carpeted
living room and separate dining
room. Kitchen with all built ins,
family room, library and laundry
with shower. Phone 753-7295 after
4:00p.m.
Fl9C

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood.Correspondeint
HOLLYWOOD(UPI,-Jonathan Daly, the stuffy eldest son
SMALL FARM: good location,
of "The Jimmy Stewart Show," is admittedly a fairly stuffy actorPET .CHINCHILLA rabbits.
business or future investment.
writer-drama coach away from the tube.
Phone 753-8509.
F19C
234/16x35"
Jonathan has a low tolerance for Hollywood. That's '.ay he
SEAMI.FSS FLOORS by Readco. BILL'S MOBILE Home Repair. One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
lives in Santa Barbara. sonie 75 miles north of Warner Bros.
All types furnace work, General
CROCHETED AFGHAN, green Free estimates. Phone 753.009 Thick
studio where the weekly situation comedy is filmed.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
2422.
F22C
underpenning
and
maintenance,
70"x48".
wool
Phone
753-8982
"I want my wife end children to enjoy a smog-free these
Cozy older 7 room house,"-modern.
perfect alter 6:00p.m.
air conditioing. 24 hour service.
Fl9P
atmosphere," he says.
For appointment call 436FOR ALL your home additions, Phone Mayfield,2474845. March
Daly, a native of Chicago, often commutes to work when he
2173.
TEC
isn't otherwise occupied. He rents a small furnished apartment
FULL BLOODED German alterations, remodeling, etc. 18C
near the studio when a particular episode requires his presence in
ShephercLpuppies. Six weeks old, Free Estimates. Phone 753BY OWNER,a nice two bedroom
m aniie
sc luni rieo.
bottom of
i
deivormed. Phone 753-7833 or see 6123.
TFC HI! GET your lawnmower, house
with either 12 or 14 acres
the week he spends his evenings teaching acting at the
Coles.
Lenice
repaired.
Rototiller
saw
or
chain
F
19C
mobile homes to keep
La Brea Theater.
Has blacktop frontage, also
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Where? 4th St. Ashland Station, gravel
Daly met his wife. Marlene, in Australia 10 years ago when he
the wind and snow, FORD TRACTOR, 3,000 diesel, also
frontage. Lots of building
F19C
bank gravel, fill dirt and 400N.4th.
was a television and nightclub luminary on the subcontinent. They
lots with plenty of shade. Good
for
and
model.
other
many
1969
Plow,
disc,
and
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
were- married in Las Vegas, Nev.
well and garage apartment on
cultivator. Ford 6' bushhog, two 3544161 after 6:00,p.m. -Mar.3C IN1ERIOR, EXTERIOR
Their children are Julie Anne, 8; Kathryn Mary, 7; and
uses
such
.
as
same. Phone Mrs. I.. H. POO('
Robert Anthony. 5.
row Ford corn planter, one row
painting; any size job. All work
502-826-6964 or write 1731 North
"building out"
Every weekend Daly returns to Santa Barbara where he busies
corn picker and wagon. Also 1953 PIANO MAJOR at University guaranteed. Use first quality
Green, Henderson, Kentucky
hinted( writing plays. He has written, co-produced and co-directed
--mice or rats.
---"Tort-tvr-torr-grain von.All WiliffiViPato& piano lessons for paint. Free estimate. (all Steve 42420.
one movie,"Amanda," with his theater group. He plans another..
ITC
equipment in good condition, beginning to advanced students. Todd,753-8495,
28(
February
such project early in 1972.
Phone 436-2172.
F19C Phone 753-3549.
F19P
Quiet man
TWO BEDROOM house or.
TRACTOR • 'REPAIR work.
Daly is a reticent man in his 30s who speaks of his role as Peter
Call at
1,000 BALES First Alias'Red Top WILL DO baby-sitting and house
Skyline Drive with large
J. Howard with more ewe than he does about himself.
duty.
on
mechanic
Experienced
and Jap Hay.Phone 489workshop. Panorama Shores,
cleaning in your home, Monday
"I'm anti-social," says Daly. "Marlene and I don't entertain
We make field service calls day
2045. •
phone 436-5585.
F23C through Friday. Experienced. or
very often because I'm with people at work all day long. Therefore
F18C
night. Phone 753-9879 or 753I like to be alone and quiet as much as possible."
Phone 4924190.
F19C 9857.
4th
St
N
103
Marchl7C
•
He doesn't have a press agent, personal manager, nor many
2-BEDROOM MOBILE trailer.
HELP WAITED
close friends. He is somewhat slit, and finds himself unable to mix
Furnished, level lot 150x155. 1 HILL'S BEAUTY Shop in
Murray,
Ky.
Hatel PERSONAL INCOME tax ser
freely.
block east of Baptist Church. now has Penn-Allure eye lashes. vice by appointment. Phone 436"1 think some of the qualities oftoo..
WANTED, EXPERIENCEE
my role - involvement and
Puryear, Tenn.; will sacrifice. For appointment phone 492F29C
2145.
TIMOTHY HAY, approximately
straightforwardness are a part of me
'Daly says.
body man. Good pay and good
Call 247-5203.
F19P
8722.
F19C
"He isn't always attractive. I'd hate to think that I'm totally 1,000 bales. Phone 489-2284 alter
working conditions. Apply in
that character on the screen. But possibly I'm as stuffy as he is.
FURNITURE REFINISHING, person
4:00 p.m.
FIOC
to Lassiter.. McKinney
The Daly home rests high atop the hills on the outskirts of
service-M.B.A.,
INCOME
TAX
pick
guaranteed.
Free
Thur.-Fri.-Sat,
all w4r
Datsun, 604 South 12th Street'
Santa Barbara with a clear view of the Pacific. In good weather he
753-6260
Experience.
Phone
Tax
up and delivery. Free estimate. Murray,
SPECIAL!
Phone 753Kentucky.
FlliC
takes his family to the beach. When he has time he plays tennis. GOOD OLD truck,„
t
for appointment. Reasonable Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Complete Fish Dinner Only
4516.
•
His life in the Burbank apartment is altogether lonely.
March
2P
rates.
753-3045.
Marchl6C
McCoy,
Mg. Her or Go
His working day is 7:30 a.m. to 6 pre. five days a week on
WANTED:
FULL
most weeks. After work Jonathan does his own cooking. He eats AKC-REGISTERED white tiny
time
Hli' TRAINED mechanics on bookkeeper for local concern.
precisely the same meal every evening - steak, peas, toast. apple Toy Poodle Puppies, dewormed3
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT duty. All work guaranteed:" Permanent position. Please
sauce and a quart of milk.
have had shots. 11 weeks old
call
Jonathan isn't certain whether he is capable of preparing any Phone 753-6379.
Where? The 4th St. Ashland 753-5833 for interview.
F I8C
Fl
other menu. This particular dinner suits his taste and he deem t
OVAL MAPLE dining table, one PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space Station,400 N.4th. 753-9148. F19C
deem It necessary to venture further in haute cuisine.. •
leaf. Phone 753-7293.
Fl9P available. For information
His one great passion is the Los Angeles Lakers basketball FANCY IRON Bed • also 1959
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal SEPTIC TANK cleantn&_back WANTED COOKS and waitress.
team. He attends every home game and frequently heads for San
Ranger, 47,000 actua PONY FOR sale:Phone 436Savings and Loan, Main Street in hoe work. Phone Rik camp, 753.. Apply in person, no phone calls.
Francisco or San Disno to see the team play.
3sex
_-Tre 6outhside Restaurant.. -".1P22C
erPhar.0
1 54-M.L.TFC

ALUMINUM
PLATES

plates are
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around

Star
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BE,
ELECTRO
vices,Box I
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installation
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TV
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FREE
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Ledger & Times

Ask at

FRIENDS,
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flazel, Ken
and save a
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equipment
sell.
FOR
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7856 or 753.
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Spaghetti
Shrimp plate
T-Bone steak
Rib Eye steak

Phone 753-4421

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. U you get no
results then call John
the above
number during the hours
listed

Murray High
School
presents

PINING SOON *
hapemakorl-Health Club lifiurray

tiH1C
7-1151.

Starting Soon
oom brick.
living room,
n with built-in
her. Carpeted
t with outside
1 1 Overby. For
753-6650. F23C

PRICLu 3
ted, cenconditioning,
di.shwahser,
a patio ofacy. Available
May 1972. Call
March 21P
E;14 story, 3
ths, carpeted
rate dining
all built ins,
and laundry
753-7295 after
Fl9C
ood location
investment
Murray, apes pasture.
tables, water.
ouse,'modern.
I 436TFC
two bedroom
2 or 14 acres
ontage, also
ts of building
shade. Good
partment on
L. H. Pogue
1731 North
, Kentucky
ITC
house or;
with large
ama Shores,
FI8C

BEAUTY SALON
SUE'S
IIRKSEY, KENTUCKY
'
OPEN FRIDAY, FEB. 18
- WILL BE

-a

For Appointments Phone . . .

489-2101
BEAUTICIANS: ZETTA YOUNG-SUE STONE
ELECTROLUX SALES & *Tykes,Box 213,Murray, Ky C.M.
-sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
mington, Kentucky.

- - - -You get the best for less at
DISCOUNT SEWING AND
STEREO CENTER at
Hazel, Ky. Ph. 492-8812.

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

When Buying A Color TV
Remember ... Only

CURTIS-MATHIS
offers the 8-Year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty!

TV SERVICE CENTER
Ph. 753-5865

Central Shopping Center

ELECTROLUX
Newest models
demonstrated
FREE at your home.
-(a.ti and Installment Sales
%1 ill Take 1 rade on any
Make

Cali SAL SARCONE
753-7222
Service Also Offered

Wise Families

SAVE
with Shoe Repairs
Keistler's Sho
Shop
607 S. 4th 753-9885

Central Highlander Center

U.S. 641 North
Central Shopping Cente
42071
Murray, Ky.

"THE CLEAN PLACE"
- ALWAYS ATTENDED
haxe the best laundering equipment--

ERIENCEE
61161rgood
Apply in
r McKinney
12th Street,
ERIC
time
ILl.
al concern.
Please call
w.
F18C

At The' Lowest Prices
Ask attendagt about quantity discount washer tickets
Chien daily 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
FRIENDS, WHY pay more? You
get the best for less at Discount
Sewing and Stereo Center at
Hazel, Kentucky, so drive d little
and save a lot on the worlds finest
sewing, machines and stereo
equipment, We service what we
F23C
sell.

- _
RESOLUTION ON THE
PASSING OF
MISS LILLIAN WAITERS

TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment, fully carpeted,
central Mr and heat. Good
location. $130.00 per month.
F23C
Phone 753-4331.
CLEAN UP shop or body shop for
rent on Highway 641 near MidF26C
way. Phone 753-5311.
FURNISHED HOME; mobile
home and apartment. Nice
condition. Reasonable rent.
Phone 713-7671 or 753-8333 after
F19C
4:30p.m.

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

WHEREAS
Our Heavenly Father called Miss
Lillian Watters to her Eternal
WESTERN AUTO
Home following a life of faithful
Home of
service to our church and to this
community for more than forty
The Wishing Well
years, and
WHEREAS
She served her Lord and the NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
church faithfully in many ways, apartment, married couple only.
the most notable being through Located 100 South 13th Street.
the contributions of her time and May be seen at Kelly's Pest
F21C
talents as church organist from Control.
1943 to 1966, and
LARGE ROOM with private'
WHEREAS
These contributions extended entrance. Kitchen privileges if I
F21C
-yond the regular services of desired. Phone 753-1387.
the church and were exemplified
her willingness to respond to NEW THREE bedroom home in
the needs of the people of the Panorama Shores. Furnished or
church and the community, by unfurnished. Will rent totollege
giving assistance through the students or family. No phone, for
ministry of music during their further information can be seen
times of sorrow or by _adding to at Panorama Shores, turn left at
the joy of the occasion when Skyline,first house on right F21C
their sons and daughters were
married, and
AUTOS FOR SALE.
WHEREAS
These services were rendered 1968 CHEVELLE 396 SS, four
cheerfully and without con- speed. Extra nice. 33,000 actual
sideration for remuneration, and miles. Can be seen at the Astro
WHEREAS ,
F21C
Car Wash in Murray.
Her exemplary life and her
teachings have directly in- 1969 OLDS 98 two door hardtop,
fluenced the minds and hearts of all power, air, white with black
hundreds of citizens and her vinyl roof, black interior. Reason
passing has left a feeling of for
selling, going overseas. Phone
irreparable loss, now therefore
F22C
753-7828.
BE IT RESOLVED
That the First Baptist Church of 1965 FORD GALA/CIE 500. Phone
Murray, Kentucky, in regular 753-5596.
-ERIC
busineess meeting on February
9, 1972, take note of the selfless 1968 CAMARO, automatic with
contributions made by Miss air conditioning, Crager mags
Watters to the church and to the
new tires. Excellent concommunity by adopting this dition. Phone 753-2437 or 437resolution as an expression of 4529.
FPC
thanks to God for all the years He
our
in
spend
permitted her to
1950 TWO DOOR deluxe
midst, and
Plymouth sedan, 1972 license.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED Very good
condition. Phone 753a
made
That this resolution be
Fi9C
1464.
part of the official records of the
church; that copies be supplied to 1965
CHEVROLET IMPALA two
the members of her immediate door
hardtop. Power steering,
family who survive, to the local brakes,
and seats.
windows
in
published
be
it
that
and
press,
Factory air. Excellent condition.
the church bulletin and read to
Phone 753-7663 or 767-3721. F23C
the congregation as a part of t4
a
when
service
Sunday morning
1967 CHEVELLE FOUR door, 6
special love offering for Miss
cylinder automatic, radio and
Watters is to be received.
heater, low mileage. $756.00.
F19C
Phone 436-2427.
ITC
Adopted February 9, 1972

FOR SALE OR TRADE
1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
four door hardtop, 36,000 miles
Air conditioned, power steering
and brakes, electric windows and
seats. New tires. Phone 474FI9C
2257.

1966 FORD STATION wagon, one
owner, low mileage, excellent
LOST & FOUND
condition. All the extras. Phone
FOUND POODLE. Owner may 753-3222 after 6;00 p.m.
F'24C
claim by identifying the Poodle.
F21C 1967 DODGE PICKUP heavy
Phone 753-2729.
duty 4 speed. 1940 Ford sedan,
WANT To BUY
good shape. Phone 753-5782 or see
Hugh Adams at 1610 KirkWANT TO BUY good used boy's wood.
F21P
-1-bicycle. Phone 753-8249. Fl9NC

1963 OLDSMOBIIE bar door
-sedan. Body and -pliffiT -gond,
FOR SALE OR TRADE grocery.
for
reason
1.44 ACRES DARK
Fire motor and transmission fair.
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x45', one Doing good business,
sellingrrettriatPhuna_753First $125.6O. See at 802, North
43StotiiitedISKIE
HI, all eIectric..Phatle 753ivvc
r
Mrth5NC nak _
FI9C
1663.
20th Street.
71156or 753-6231.
FOR RENT OR SALE

d waitress.
phone calls.

ONE BEDROOM furnished efficiency apartment, air conditioned. Phone 753-8738 or 753F18C
. 3139after 6:00p.m.

Friday, Feb.18th
7:30 p.m.
Murray Middle
School Auditorium

Phone 753-2962
CARPORT SALE, Saturday.
February 19thfrom 10:00 a.m. till
4100 p.m. at, 1604 Sunset Drive.
Many items; Royal typewriter
and antique glassware. No sale in
case of rain. Phone 753-1575. F19C

DUPLEX APARTMENT, four
large rooms and bath, gas heat.
Furnished or unfurnished. Phone
F19C
489-2595.

"A
Celebration
of

LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Now Available thru April 1
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75

East of
rop land.
tal grain
rontage,
rty has
reational

DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roons
and bath, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, extra large
master bedroom, range. Days
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
TFC
5:00p.m.

Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening

BALDWIN PIANOS and orga
for rent or sale. Rent applies
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.
across from Post Office, Paris
Fl• 0
Tennessee.

M frame home
th Marshall
nsider mobile
I I .00. range as
FC
874.

TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile
from -Murray. Phone Jimmy
F22P
Stallons, Cadiz 522-6332.

753-7278

Homemade chili
Sandwidnia
,
&dad
Pies
Shakes

16th & Olive
Plenty of free parking on both sides of Olive St.,
(Fee-Customers Only).

53-4751

1 1-2 DUPLEX apartment fur'rushed, one bedroom, living
room, kitchen and bath. Gas
heat. For couple or two boys.
ERIC
Phone 753-3143.

Before 5:00 p.m.
or

University- Inn Restaurant

ed inside
ating

Your Paper

FOR RENT

753-1916

Plate Lunches $1.10
Choice of one meat and three vegetables.
Selction Varied daily. Served Noon and Night
Open Mon.-Fri.
6:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

'

Phone.-

1e,3,

WI eve

pool merry go
mily a house
bedrooms,
Loch Lomond
block from
on bus route to
d two blocks
School. Phone
details. FROP
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For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty.
We have the largest staff of Qualified
Realtors In-Calloway County to serve you.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE and five
acres one and half miles North of Kirksey with central heat
and air, two baths, fully carepted with built-ins for $27,500.00.

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM located at 216 Ii-van St., living.
room, kitchen and large utility room, carport and has steel
siding, with very little upkeep, Price $10,500.00.

AT 1013 STORY AVE. Four bedroom brick veneer, lit story
twine has 3 bedrooms upstairs with lots of storage and one
bedroom down. Living room,kitchen and den combination,
baths, 2 car garage,unattached. This place can be bought
at a bargain.

JUST FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641, real nice 3 bedroom,
bath, large family room and kitchen combination and living
room. Also utility room, large closets and _airport. Let
112'x300'. Price only $20,000.00.

FIVE MILES WEST OF MURRAY we have a one year old 3
bedroom brick veneer. Two baths, large family room, extra
large kitchen and utility room. Located on large lot on paved,
road. Price only $23,000.00.
NEW HOUSE OW EAltL COURT in Circarama has 3
bedrooms, built-ins in Kitchen, living room, 2 baths, utility
room and carpet. Also central heat and air, gargae. Only
$25,000.00.
BEAUTIFUL COLONIAL FRAME on North 7th Street has 4
large bedrooms,living room, dining room, 21,2 baths, family
room. Worlds of closets and storage space. Basement,
central heat and air, has large storage building in back yard.
Nice large lot.
OTHER LAKE PROPERTY in Various locations along the
Lake including houses and lots in a wide price range.
ALSO LOTS IN THE CITY of Murray and suburbs.
CORNER OF SOUTH 16TH STREET AND KIRKWOOD
DRIVE. Three bedroom brick veneer has two baths, hardwood floors, garage entrance off of Kirkwood. This is a nice
place and_prked at only $23,500.
FOUR BEDROOM, two story home in Circarama, central
heat and air, 24 baths, carpet, family room, living room,
large utility, all built-ins. Also two car garage, covered
patio, two extra lots go with this home.
HERE IS A LOVELY EMIR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
at 1504 Dudley on 100'x150' size lot. Has all the Ieatures
normally expected in a quality house and *aid at alibi
$45,000.00.
REAL INYES1'MENT PROPERTY. Fine 28 acres for
development. On Utterback Road about 1 mile north of city
limits. Three bedroom frame house. $32,000.

NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES with 1 bedreigek
large family room. Ideal weekend home, but built for permanent dwelling. 915,000.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. acmes
from Holiday Inn. 150'frontage and extradeep.Ideal for moattypes of businesses. Call for details.
ON MARTIN'S CHAPEL ROAD next door to the church, 3
bedroom, living room, lots of closets, 2 car garage. Located
on 2 acre lot, has aluminum siding. Very attractive piece at
only $19,950.
ONE HALF MILE WEST ON 94. Large home on two acres of
land, has five bedrooms, dining room, living room, family
haftwila"
__Lndra...1arge work room. Mit central
,and 4 car garage,owner leaying town.

'C

ON 94 WEST NEAR TFU-CITY. 29 acres and 1,4 mile of highway frontage. Horse stable, chicken house and fenced for
cattle. 15 acres of woods. Owner will consider mobile home as
down payment. Reasonably priced at $15,900.
AT 1702 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, 3 bedroom, brick veneer,
has living room, and family room. Lots of closet space, newcarpet and newly decorated inside and out, has fenced in
back yard and nice trees in front only $20,000.00.
NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX. Two bedrooms each side.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer & dryer
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.
ONE OF THE BEST LOTS in Murray. On Keenland Drive
between 16th and 17th Streets.
N.E. OF MURRAY about 8 miles from Murray. 63 acres of
good farm land with year round creek. Lots of blacktop
frontage. Corn base and tobacco base. Fish pond. Priced to
sell at $17,000.

fdeiltt_CitttESS of land,
ON WILLIAMS STREET less then one year old bedroom
miles East of Almo. Extra 9112' room built on.
'
brick veneer on wooded lot, has all carpet, allbuilt-Ins in totedtwo
kitchen, central heat and air, lots of closets. Garage and Price 94,400.00.
priced at only $27,000.00.
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE ON ONE AND ONE
of Highway 121 on Penny
THIS BRICK VENEER HOME at 1509 Sycamore has been HALF ACRE lot, one fourth mile off
see to believe for
Must
sale.
for
available
now
is
Road
living
large
redecorated, new carpet, kitchen has built-ins,
$8,500.00.
room with fireplace, den also has fireplace and grill for
cooking. Central heat and air, deep wooded lot. We are LOOKING FOR A TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house
looking for a bid on this_home.
.
on a large lot 80'x250'? At 800 North 18th Street Is a
bargain for 619,000.00.
NICE HOME ON-SOUTH 7th Street. Newly decorated and
fully carpeted. Gas heat and air conditioner. Really a---AT CORNER OF WOODLAWN AND VINE 3 bedroom brick
veneer, under construction, has central heat and air. Shower
comfortable small home. $8,500.
over bath, gold shag carpet and beautiful wooded lawn. Buy
now and pick your own colors. Priced only $19,500.00.
IN KINGSWOOD we have three, 3 bedroom brick veneer
homes. All have central heat and air, carpet, built-ins and
nice lot. Ranging in prices from $25,500 to $37,500. Two of 60 ACRE FARM WITH 2 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house 8 miles South along Hwy 121. Approximately 500' of
these owners will give possession with deed.
highway frontage, Lord* kneed sod priced to sell.
$25,000.00.
GOOD INCOME PROPERTY on Olive St. House with four
bedrooms and 2 baths. Four completely furnished_apartments each with bath and carpeted:
MEADOW GREEN ACRES - THREE BEDROOM BRICK
VENEER house on Fine lot. Plenty built-ins, fully carpeted,
one and half bath and reduced to sell. $27,000.00.
A BEAUTIFUL FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house,
all built-ins, two car garage, Vs baths and fully carpeted.
Located at 1707 Johnson Blvd. $33,000.00.

EIGHT ACRES more or less between Coles Camp Ground
Church property and the watershed lake Perfect place to
build a home.
22 ACRES ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY ON Hwy. 94.
Ready for developing. $26,500.00.
AT 304 WOODLAWN a newly decorated three bedroom brick
veneer. Large living room storm doors, windows and carport. Lot size 80'x160' some carpet. Good buy at $19,000.00.

20 ACRES ON BLACKTOP ROAD. Three bedroom brick and"
frame modern home on Faxon Road. Real nice. A bargain at
$21,000.
NINE ACRES, LARGE SEVEN ROOM HOUSE, garage,
barn and located approximately one mile from town,for only
813,500.00.
CLEAN UP SHOP located on S. 4th St. Has all equipment,
worlds of touchup paint. Large storage in back, lot size 100 x
250'. Here is a real good buy.
1103 GATESBOROUGH ESTATES - LIKE THIS ADDRESS? Three bedroom brick veneer house under construction. A fine quality house with everything you would
expect and available within days. 935,750.00.
GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Roberson's HileBurger
on South 4th Street. Good terms to right party. Good yearly
business. Bar-B-Q Pit serving all types of meats. Buy all
equipment, two buildings and good well. Lease the lot for an
long as you like, call 753-7724 for details.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
Home Phones:
Realtors
Guy Spann 753-2587
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Jack Persall 753-8961

FOR LEASE.

1104Tirdee''
'

Louise Baker 753-2409
OnyX Ray 753-8919
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761

Associates
kes 753-340-Budd
-

:.

•
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Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—The Kentucky Black Political Caucus
will meet here Feb. 26 to elect delegates to the Black National
Political Convention,to be held at Gary;Lrid., March 10-12.
In addition to the 45 elected black public officials who comprise
the state black political caucus, 25 at-large delegates will attend
the national convention. Those delegates will be chosen at the
Louisville meeting.
LEXINGTON,KY.f AP)—The Lexington Qty Commission will
vote next week on an ordinance that would increase fines for
parking and minor traffic violations from a minimum of
$1 to a minimum of $3.
The violations affected include: overtime parking, Parking
outside designated lines, failure to dim lights, interference with
funeral precessions, blocking pedestrian or vehicular traffic,
with a parked bicycle, and jaywalking.
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—The Kentucky State Fair Board said
Thursday it will meet soon with local and state agencies to form a
plant.o.dortect fire safety deficiencies at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center.
Louisville Fire Marshall Merle Brown has criticized the center
for 27 hazards,including the lack of automatic sprinklers in some
areas,the narrowness of exist, and the fact that attendance at the
center's main area,Freedom Hall, has exceeded safe limits.
The National Farm Machinery Show is currently being held at
the Exposition Center, with some 11,000 farmers from across the
United State attending the second day Thursday.

-Lexington To Vote
*On Ticket Increase

Infant Daughter Of
Mr. & Mrs. Elkins__
Dies On Thursday

Howard Hughes Presumed
Holed Up In Nicaragua

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
The Lexington City commission
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
will vote next week on an ordiHoward Hughes was presum—
vioparking
increase
nance to
holed up today on the
ably
$1
lations from a minimum of
tightly guarded eighth floor of
to a minimum of $3.
Intercontinental HoIllegal activities to be affect- Managua's
spokesman in the
a
and
tel,
ed include overtime parking,
said he would reparking outside designated United States
American
Central
the
in
main
inlights
dim
lines, failure to
terferences with funeral proms- country indefinitely.
So._ sions, blocking pedestrian f* - Both President Anastasio
Hughes
and
office
moss's
parked
a
vehicular traffic with
spokesmen in the United States
— bicycle and jaywalking.
confirmed that the eccentric
billionaire flew to Managua
Thursday after 15 months living
in seclusion in a hotel in Nas-

Shannon Leigh Elkins, four
hours old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Elkins of Murray
Route Seven, died Thursday at
7:20 p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
The infant is survived by her
parents and two sisters, Shirley
and Sarah Elkins, of Murray
maternal
Seven;
Route
Grandmother, Mrs. Roy Parks
of Paducah; paternal grandparent, Mr. and Mrs. Dees
Elkins of Murray Route -One;
great grandparents, Mrs. David
Elkins of Murray and Mr. and
If..K. York of Metropolis, Ill.
Graveside - services will be
held Saturday at noon at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church cemetery with Rev.
Vester Moreland officiating.
the
of
charge
In
arrangements is the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Tennessee Governor
Proposes Bond Issue
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sau.

neck between Honduras and
Costa Rica, is Hughes' third
port of call since he left his Beverly Hills mansion in 1986.
For four years he lived in a
tightly guarded penthouse at
the Desert Inn in Las Vegas,
then slipped out on Thanksgiving eve 1970 and moved into a
ninth-floor suite in the Britannia Beach Hotel in Nassau.
Sources in Washington said
Hughes arrived in Miami before dawn Thursday on board
his yacht from the Bahamas.
Eastern Airlines in Miami confirmed that Hughes Tool Co.
leased a Jetstar that flew to
Managua Thursday morning,
landing at the military airport
several hundred yards from the
commercial terminal. It was
believed that Hughes-Was
aboard.
The government announced
Thursday that Hughes was
coming at the invitation of
President Somoza, himself a
multimillionaire. Nicaraguans
speculated, however, that the
arrival caught Somoza by surprise because the president
himself left on a previously arranged visit to Panama.
Shelton said he did not meet
Hughes at the airport but
thought he landed while Shelton
and other ambassadors were
there to nee Somoza off to Panama.
"While we were at the airport the little jet landed," Shelton said. "I didn't see who got
out, but I assume it was
Hughes' plane."

In Las Vegas a spokesman
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) for the Hughes Tool Co. said
— Tennessee Gov. Winfield Hughes' stay in Nicaragua was
Dunn Thursday proposed a $100 indefinite—"we aren't saying
million botid issue covering a how long he'll be there, but 'inseven-year period that could definite' could indicate a cerspeed up construction of Inter- tain degree of permatience."
John M. Warren, of the Sharpe community has been recently state 24 between Nashville and He added that Hughes is considering investments in the
promoted to First Sergeant (E4)of Company D,Third Batallion, the Kentucky line.
announced country and "considers the ecowas
setback
A
100th
of
Division
(B(.1)
(TNG)
Brigade
Second
Regiment,
389th
MOREHEAD,Ky.( API—Twelve Rowan County firms are now
Feb. 10 in connection with the nomic and Doliticiipituation
Murray.
under a temporary restraining order prohibiting them_from
read. Duxes bond issue would -1190d.7
..
_.„_eiperating on Sunday's.
-en-year period and
cover sev
Hughes reportedly left Nas- -•--"ftie order kvas issued-Mandarby eircuft Judge-note Brefflzr,
for a cutback in feder- sau after a dispute with Bahaup
make
Inc.
Merchanb,
County
Rowan
the
by
after a suit was filed
al interstate funds that Ten- mian officials over work per% - - Breslin said the order will resnaht la-ferce until further court
nessee highway officials say mits for the staff that insulates
action and violators will be subject to contempt of court action,
created the setback.
him from physical contact with
(Continued from Page 1)
Dunn's bond plan would put the outside world. He'll have no
Sen. Gibson Downing, fl-Lexthe 1-24 work in Tennessee back such trouble in Nicaragua,
Captain Powell further said
ington, said Kentucky has sillJohn M. Warren, Route 6,
in synchronization with Ken- which is run by the oldest and
fered a constant loss of state Benton, has recently been that Warren is a living example tucky's expected 1975 comone_dibitmost secure dictatoremployes through salary limita- promoted to First Sergeant1E-: of the ideal citizen soldier.
pletionof its 91-mile segrnent- ships in Latin America.
the
that
inadded
First
31
Third
old
The
Sergeant
e)
D.
year
He
of
lions.
Company
according to Durin's office.
- APY-,Govenunmzt sources lialtbiltrresident
HONOLULU (
"This was not a sudden
has six years of active army
crease would be the first fix Batallion, 389th
Nixon is likely to meet Chairman Mao Tse-tung in the picturesque most department heads since
thing," said another Hughe
100th
of
)
total
over
a
service
and
BCT
(
Brigade
Second
resort city of Hangchow, the next-to-last stop on the President's
Tool source in Las Vegas.
twelve years and reserve
1966 and that the maximum inof Murray.
China itinerary. The city is a favored retreat of the 78-year-old crease would amount to about 6 Division
did not just fly out of
"Hughes
Sergeant Warren has been service. Warren is a qualified
Communist leader.
the Bahamas at the last mointer- working as First Sergeant of Drill Instructor, holder of the
the
of
each
for
cent
per
The President and Mrs. Nixon, who arrived Thursday afternoon vening years.
ment with no real idea of
year coveted (smokey-bear) D.I. hat
Company D for over a
following a 10-hour non-stop flight from Washington, will remain
where he was going. Hughes
the while building up time and worn only by those who have
said
opponents
Several
in Hawaii until Saturday afternoon. Then they will fly to Guam for bill violates Ford's campaign
owns properties in Nicaragua
—
AP)
(
Ky.
LOUISVILLE,
E-8.
tough
drill
the
to
promoted
completed
be
to
grade
an overnight stay before proceeding to Shanghai and Peking for a promises of economy in governSome 11,000 farmers from and is considering further inCaptain Rankin E. Powell, sergeants school.
week of summit talks with Chinese leaders.
•
Baker,
,RWalter
across the United States vestments."
Sen.
ment.
D commander
Company
Warren lives in the Sharpe
He added that Nicaragua is
cost the described Sergeant as "one of
would
it
to the Kentucky Fair
flocked
said
Glasgow,
community with his wife Alevta
SAIGON( AP 1—The U.S. Command today annsounCed the loss of state around $4 million during
the base of Hughes' opernow
Center
ThursExposition
and
I
the most dedicated reservists
and their three children; day for the second day of the ations, and that the 66-year-old
seven more planes in the Indochina war, including three shot the coming biennium.
of
pleasure
the
had
ever
have
a
week,
this
rth Vietnam
Debby, 13, Marty, 10, and National Farm
down during the heavy raids on
Machinery. industrialist almost certainly
"If this is economy Webster
civilian life Show.
Deanna, 7. In
spotter plane in Cambodia and Ur . others between Feb. 4 and has written his dictionary serving with".
will not return to the Bahamas.
Warren works on toll equipFeb. 13.
U.S. Ambassador Turner
Machine competitions are
:wrogg,:;.‘ sand -Minority Leallie-i
ment for the Kentucky being held, with the 7,000-pound Shelton told a reporter that two
Norman Farris, &Somerset.
Department of Highways and and 14,000-pound class tractors Hughes aides arrived WednesLONDON (AP)—The coal strike inquiry board today offered
Huddleston said the state
Britain's 280,000 striking coal miners pay increases which went. needed to guarantee its departowns his own T.V. sales and scheduled to compete Friday.
day and made arrangements to
far toward meeting their demands. Union leaders went into a ment officials more in order to
service in Sharpe.
Meanwhile, the Kentucky rent all 17 rooms on the next to
huddle to consider whether to accept the offer; their employers, compete not only with private
State Fair Board announced the top floor of the Interthe National Coal Board, immediately accepted the settlement industry but with surrounding
Thursday it will soon meet with continental, which is on a bluff
terms.
John Edward Blackford,
state agencies to form a plan to overlooking Managua.
states as well. He added that
The government warned, meanwhile, that drastic new power with plans for government father of Joe Blackford of
Hotel officials refused Thurscounteract fire safety deficuts will hit homes and factories next Wednesday whatever the reorganization including the Murray Route Three, died
day night to ewe Hughes was
ciencies at the center.
_miners decide. The power crisis is also causing troubles for the Consolidation of departments Thursday at I415 a.m. at his
Marshal there or even to acknowledge
Fire
Louisville
Conservative government in Parliament where Labor members,. and more responsibility for residence at Auburn.
Arlie Merle Brown has criticized the that the suddenly inaccessible
for
services
Graveside
Common
with
along
go
to
refusing
are
unrest,
public
by
--buoyed
their directors the increased
His death at the age of 15/
C. Yates of Chicago, RI., were center for 27 hazards, including eighth floor was reserved for
Market enabling legislation.
salaries were justified.
followed a lengthy illness. He held this morning at 10:30 at the the lack of automatic sprinklers Hughes and his staff. The
Sen. Ray White, R-Bowling had been a member of the New
New Bethelem Cemetery near in some areas, the need for fire elevators were disconnected to
ROME AP )—Giulio Andreotti was sworn in as premier and 24 Green, said the real issue is Friendship Baptist Church at Pilot Oak in Graves County with resistant construction and fur- that floor, and the fire doors
fellow Christian Democrats took oaths as Cabinet members what Kentucky can afford, add- Auburn for over fifty years.Rev.Frank Gardner officiating. nishings in some sections and were sealed.
Mr. Blackford is survived by
today, becoming Italy's 33rd government since World War II. The ing "it's inconceivable that we
Hughes' flight came while
Pallbearers were Reuben the narrowness of exits.
new government is viewed as a preliminary to parliamentary want to pay our appointed bu- his wife, Mrs. Rosa Ragar Yates,011ie James Yates, Caleb
court hearings were in progress
reaucrats more than elected of- Blackford of Auburn; three
elections a year ahead of time.
in New York on the purported
Yates, Barney Yates, Gusts
_ The Christian Democrats control only 40 per cent of the deputies ficials such as the lieutenant sons, Joe Blackford of Murray Rhodes, and Oscar Rhodes. The
autobiography of Hughes writtiny
the
governor."
Route Three, Ernest and Ed. and senators and even with the announced support of
ten by Clifford Irving, a book
Funeral
Blalock-Coleman
The bill would raise the lieu- ward Eugene Blackford, both of
Conservative Liberal party was not expected to win its initial vote
Time magazine has called a
of
charge
had
Home of Murray
-of confidence. This would set the stage for President Giovanni tenant governor's salary from Auburn; one daughter Mrs.
News hoax. A spokesman for U.S.
Market
State
Federal
arrangements.
the
elected
other
$20,000 to $22,000;
Leone to di solve Parliament and call a spring election.
Mary Louise Richardson of
Atty. Whitney North Seymour
Yates, age 69, native of Service Feb. 18, 1972
officials from $18,000 and $20,- Bowling Green; one brother,
declined to say whether a
Jr.
Hog
Area
Purchase
at
Monday
Kentucky
Graves County, died
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)—Howard Hughes was 000 to $22,500 and the governor Buford Blackford of Auburn;
9 subpoena had been issued for
includes
Report
Forest
Market
the
at
Oak
p.m.
10:20
$35,000.
to
presumably held up today on the tightly guarded eighth floor of from $30,000
ten grandchildren.
Hughes to appear before the
Hospital, Chicago, Ill. He was buying stations
Only one Republican, Sen.
Managua's Intercontinental Hotel, and a spokesman in the United
Funeral services will be held
grand jury or whether any
1700
Est.
735
Act.
Receipts:
August 23, 1902, and was
States said he would remain in the Central American country Donald Johnson of Fort Thom- Saturday at eleven a.m, at the born
statements were sought from
few
steady,
Gilts
and
Barrows
Yates
Uriah
late
the
of
son
the
he
saying
bill,
the
as, voted for
indefinitely.
New Friendship Baptist Church
him while he was in the Ba$.50 lower Sows $.25 lower
Yates.
Both President Anastasio Somoza's office and Hughes didn't think it would lead to in- with Rev. Wilford Hunter and and Leona Cooley
Survivors are two daughters, US 2-3 200-240 lbs., 24.75-25.25 hamas.
spokesmen in the United States confirmed that the eccentric discriminate pay raises. Three Rev. Lee Ward officiating
Managua, steamy capital of
Arlene Seaford of Murray
Mrs.
remainthe
in
joined
Democrats
billionaire flew to Managua Thursday after 15 months living
Interment will be in the and Mrs. Frances Patterson of US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 25.25-25.50 this country of two million
US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 23.75-24.75
seclusion ins hotel in Nassau. The government said that Hughes ing Republicans in voting church cemetery with the
Sacramento, California; one US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 23.25-23 75 people on the Central American
came at the invitation of President Somoza, although the timing against it: Sens. Edwin Frarragments by the Young
sister, Mrs. Alma Martin of US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 23.00-23.25
man, Harrodsburg; Carroll Funeral Home of Auburn
apparently took Somoza by surprise.
where Fulton; four grandchildren.
Hubbard, Mayfield and Mack friends may call
Sows
Walters, Shelbyville.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 22.00-72.50
US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 20.75-21.75
The Senate also approved a
(Continued from Page 1)
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 21.75-22.50 to develop a curriculum, to
part of Ford's consumer protecSINGAPORE (API—Queen Elizabeth II was greeted by tion package to outlaw so-called
collect library holdings, to
Singapore President Benjamin Sheares and Prime Minister Lee "balloon payments" on loans.
begin a program of cooperative
this
to
visit
three-day
state
Kuan Yew today as she started a
It also reconsidered a prework with local criminal justice
rites
for
Final
William
former British crown colony.
viously defeated bill to allow
agencies,
and to visit schools
for
funeral
services
The
(Coatinued from Page 1)
The queen, Prince. Philip and their daughter Princess Anne police court judges in third Garland, age 90, were held this
with established programs.
be held
will
Cox
B.
Jewel
10:30
at
at
morning
the
chapel
the
aboard
arrived
they
as
were welcomed by a 21-gun salute
class cities to appoint court
Among the schools to be
Saturday at two p.m. at the be declared unconstitutional beroyal yacht Britannia.
clerks. The bill, which passed, of the Max Churchill Funeral chapel of the Max Churchill cause it was approved over oth- visited are Florida State at
The royal family's arrival came three months after Britain's was amended to require city Home with Rev. Norman
Funeral Home with Bro. er plans which made use of Tallahassee, Southern Illinois
Far East Military Command moved out of Singapore.
governments to approve such Culpepper officiating.
figures. University at Carbondale, and
Pallbearers
were
Elvin Charles Houser of Fulton of- more up-to-date census
appointments. Both bills now go
the Su- the University of Maryland at
decision
landmark
ficiating.
a
In
Garland, Lewis Garland, Guy
PHOENIX, Ariz.( AP)—Comedian Bob Hope says he has met to the governor.
will be preme Court, threw out a reap- College Park.
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Serving
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D.
McCuiston,
to
in
Flora,
proposal
Roy
his
Vietnamese
North
with a second rebuff by the
Other bills passed and sent to
Some loan and grant money,
Hill, and Asher Jones. Burial Allen G. Cox, Brown Tucker, portionment plan for the state
ransom American prisoners of war for $10 million.
the House would:
Leon Williams, Ralph Williams, of Missouri because it • made Whitten added, is available for
was
Elm
the
in
Grove
Cemetery
particito
state
Hope said he was advised by North Vietnam again earlier this
the
—Allow
Houser, and Jerry Cain. use of superseded census fig- qualified students who wish to
week that it would not grant him a visa to visit Hanoi to discuss his pate in any Federal program with the arrangements by the Burie
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production at the beginning in
1938 and during World War II.
The first production, directed
by Arved Larson, now head of
the music department --at a
Connecticut state college, was
organized to raise money to
secure a chapter for Phi Mu
Alpha at Murray State.
When war disrupted life in the
United States, the male
population on the campus
• dwindled drastically, and
women took over the produc- , —
_
lion. It became known for two
or three year during the peak
of wartime as "Campus
Dirnouts."
There were only four men
students in the entire music
department and only three male
band members in 1945 when
Farrell joined the faculty at
Murray State. But with the
influx of, men returning to
college from the service,
"Campus Lights" began to
undergo a rejuvenation.
Since the postwar renewal,
the production has continued to
grow in popularity and in
purpose. About 130 students are
involved this year under the
direction of Tom Walker, a
senior from Greenville, along
with his assistant Larry Stinson, a junior from Madisonville.
The company includes a 45voice singing chorus, a 34-piece
stage band, a 12-member
dancing chorus, the Murray .
Men quartet, and individual
cast members.
Playing lead roles will be:
Dick Stevens, Rantoul, Ill.,
senior; Steve Frazier, Cincinnati, Ohio, freshman; David
Sutherland, Benton senior;
Vicki Collison, Washington,
Ind., freshman; and Ange
Nanny, Rtunsey sophomore.
A musical comedy, the show ,
this year centers around the
difficulties encountered by a
young musician trying to
establish a band, according to
Walker. He said the "unusual
circumstances that bring the
characters together provide a
unique twist."
A scrapbook-type booklet
reviewing the -history of
"Campus Lights" is also
available for sale this year as
an anniversary extra. It consists primarily of pictures,
newspaper clippings and
programs from the show's past
years.
All seats are reserved for the
-8:15 p.m. performances in the
university auditorium on each
date. Tickets are $2 each or
available at a special rate of
$1.75 each for groups of 25 or
more persons.
Orders for tickets or history
booklets may be made by
contacting: Richard W. Farrell,
Chairman, Music Department,
Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071,
telephone .762-4288.
Application forms for music
scholarship auditions March 4
and March 11 may also be obtained * writing Farrell.
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